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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to determine if slow stable

sub-critical crack growth may occur in ice. The Double

Torsion fracture toughness geometry was used to explore

this phenomena in first year large grained columnar sea

ice, and fine grained freshwater columnar ice. The sea

ice was tested during a field trip to Resolute NWT during

April 1987, and the freshwater ice tested in the cold room

at the Institute for Marine Oynamics in st. John's Nfld,

from July 1987 to Jan 1988.

t{o sub-critical crack growth was observed in either

type of ice. All crack growth was abrupt. In sea ice

loading was up to one hour long, and in lab grown ice

deadweight loading was applied for five days. This set

the limit below which any sub-critical crack growth may

have taken place as approximately 2 x 10-~ m/s.

Quasi-static loading up to five minutes was also applied,

as arrest was more likely after quick loading.

The fracture toughness of the sea ice was 113± 38

kNm·"·, for 0.06 < K < 44 kNm-"'s-', -20·C < temperature

< -14 ·c; and for the fine grained ice ~24 '±38 kNm-''', 0.7

< K < 85 kNm·· 12
, at -20"C. The arrest stress intensity

factor was 91 .± 28 kNm-'''for the sea ice and 89±!4



kNrn->J· for the freshwater ice, rate independent, and

similar to the high loading rate, or creep free fracture

toughness of the two ices. Tha instability of all crack

growth in ice was argu~d to be a consequence of the

stability of the ice crystal structure ngainst dislocation

emission. The rate dependance of ice toughness is due to

the screening of the crack tip by the dislocation

mechanism of creep.

Crack length WZIS not lOZld rate dependent. It was

suggested that the switch of failure mode in jce

indentation by structures is a consequence of the rate

dependent mater.ial properties of ice, possibly the

modUlus. A risk analysis, based on the material

properties of creep cracK growth, iJnd the probability

distribution function for ice strength, was shown to be

inapplicable to ice. The arrest stress intensity factor

was used to modify the model of indentation in ice, to

accommodate this as a new crack length criterion, and to

accommodZlte the stress relief influence of ice micro

cracking.
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ABSTRACT

It. study was conducted to deterlline if slow stlJble

sub-critical crack growth may occur in ice. Thp. Double

Torsion fracture toughness g''!!!ollletry was used to explore

this phenoEena in first year large grained colullnar sea

ice, and fine C'jrained freshwater columnar ice. The sea

ice was tested during a field trip to Resolute NWT during

April 1987, and the freshwater ice tested in the cold room

at the Institute for Marine Dynamics in st. John's Nfld,

from July 1987 to Jan 1988.

No sub-critical crack growth was observed in either

type of ice. All crack growth was abrupt. In sea ice

loading was up to one hour long, and in lab grown ice

deadweight loading was applied for five eays. This set

the lillit below which <:';ly sub-critical crack growth .ay

have taken place as approximately 2 x 10·' _Is.

Quasi-static loading up to five minutes was also applied,

al:l arrest was more likely after qUick loading.

The fracture toughness or the sea ice was 1131 38

kNm·~'1, for 0.06 < K < 44 kNm-'{1s", -20'C < temperature

< -14 ·c; and for the fine grained ice 124 :t38 kNm"", O.?

< :K ...; 8~ kNm-·/ 2
, at -20·C. The arrest stress intensity

factor was 91 ! 28 kNlll~"~for the SEla ice and 89Utj
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kNm'''~ for the freshwater ice, rate independent., and

similar to the high loading rate, or creep free fracture

toughness of the two ices. The instability of all crack

growth in ice was argued to be a consequence of the

stability of the ice crystal structure against dislocation

emission. Tne rate dependence of ice toughness is due to

the screening of the crack tip by the dislocation

mechanism of creep.

Crack length was not load rate dependent. It

suggested that the switch of failure mode in ice

indentation by structures is a consequence of the rate

dependent material properties of ice, possibly the

modulus. A risk analysis, based on the material

properties of creep crack growth, and the probability

distribution function for ice strength, was shown to be

inappl icable to ice. The arrest stress intensity factor

was used to modify the model of indentation in ice, to

accommodate this as a new crack length criterion, and to

accommodate the stress relief influence of ice micro

cracking.
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(1.1)

INTRODUCTION

1) Pur-pose of the Work

The purpose of this work is to determine! how cracks in

ice llIay grow, and how this growth is influenced by load

rate, grain size and environment.

For a designer of icebreakers or structures in ice

covered waters an understanding of crack growth in ice is

essential to estimating the loads generated in the

ice-structure interaction.

Cracks in other brittle materials may grow when a

critical fracture criterion is exceeded, or below the

critical value, ie sub-critical crack growth. Sub-critical

crack growth has been characterized by the applied stress

intensity factor KI ' the crack growth velocity da/dt '" V,

and n the power law creep exponent. The relationship

between these parameters was first noted empirically by

Evans (1972), and explained theoretically by Hui and Riedel

(19B1), in the following equation,

da/dt := V '" AK~

where A and n are material properties.

The material properties n and A that character! ze

crack growth were first used in a reliability/risk analysis

for high temperature ceramics. Paluszny (1977a .1977b).

similar analysis for loads generated during ice-structure



interactions could be done if A and n for ice were known.

The ice crack growth rate as a function at applied stress

intensity factor could be used to give the time to tailure

at any specified load level and probability. This could

supply a risk analysis for ice-structure loads based on ice

JIlliterial properti es.

The theory of Hui and Riedel ( 1981) on the

stress/strain fie~.ds in the vicinity of a JI'loving crack tip

predicts a fundamental difference in ::he nature of crack

growth in power law creep materials between those materials

wi th power law creep exponent n > 3; and those with n<3.

For n > 3, sub-critical crack growth is possible, above a

threshold crack velocity. For n < 3, crack growth is

possible only when the critical stress intensity factor is

exceeded in the materiaL Weertman (1983) provided a review

and listed values of n for ice between 1.5 and 4.5.

The present work was done to clarify Whether or not

sub-critical crllck growth may take place in ice. and to

evaluate n and A if it does.

In other materials large grllins have been observed to

be tougher lind reduce the rate of crack growth in the

material, Ritter and cavanaugh (1916), Adams et al (1981).

Large grain ice was tested in the field, and fine grain ice

in the laboratory.

The rate of crac:';' growth in Dany materials is



sensitive to the corrosive effects of SOlIE! environments,

Evans (1974), MichalsJte and Frieman (1987). The tests done

in this stUdy were done at the low humidity of the High

arctic, and in the higher hUllidity of the cold rooll in

st.John's Nfld.

Hamza and Muqqeridge (1984) have used equation 1.ltor

load prediction in ice-structure interactions. This

experimClnt attempts to provide the material propertiCls of

ice for equation 1.1, and determines if it is possible to

use it in ice-structure interactions.

2) Scope of the Work

The Double Torsion fracture geometry was used to test

large grained columnar first year sea ice in the field near

Resolute Bay NWT, and fine grained columnar freshwater ice

grown in the cold room at the Institute for Mar.ine Dynnics,

in St. John's Nfld.

Deadweight loading of ice was applied to determine if

slow crack growth could occur in ice under constant load.

All cracks prepared in the ice specimens were similarly

oriented for the tWI') ices tested, perpendicular to the

original ice surface, and propagated parallel to the

original ice surface, see Figure 4.1 (page 84).

The laboratory tests were all done on ice at a

temperature of -20·C, and the ice tested in the field had



temperatures that ranged from -2J'C to -14·C.

The rate of load application was varied from sample to

sample to determine its influence on crack growth. The

length of the resuLting crack was recorded, and dependence

on rate determined.

3) Importance of the Work

This work quantified for the first time the nature of

crack growth in ice, in particular whether or not slow crack

growth, known as sub-critical or creep crack growth, is

possible in ice; or if crack growth occurs only when the

critical stress intensity factor has been exceeded.

This is particularly relevant to an accepted procedure

for supplying reliability/risk analysis for brittle

materials under load. The procedure, Palus2ny (~977a,1977b)

is based on the material properties that guantify creep

crack growth, and the statistical parameters that quantify

the weibull probability distribution function for material

strength. The final fOrlllulation supplies a minimum time to

failure, or load duration, at any load and risk level.

The treatment of fracture of ice in the literature

has not in the past made a distinction between the critical

stress intensity factor required to initiate crack growth,

and the stress intensity factor that obtains at arrest.

Crack growth has been assumed to proceed with the critical



stress intensity factor in effect at the crack tip, and that

it is also in effect at arrest. This work makes this

distinction, which is especially necessary as toughness is

rate dependent.

The to the question, sub-critical

crack growth occur in ice? is particularly relevant to

indentation of ice. If slow stable growth can take place in

ice then the radial crack in the decreasing KI field beneath

an indenter might lengthen under constant 10<l.d, ultimately

to a free surface and provide stress relief. Otherwise the

indentation load must be increased for crack extension.

The second aspect of interest is any possible rate

dependence of crack length. If crack length depends on load

or displacement rate, it may determine the ice failure

mode. Therefore crack length was recorded as a function of

rate.

4) Definition of Crack Arrest

Crack growth in a material may stop for a number of

The lengthening· crack may alter the loading

geometry in such a way as to h~\~er the applied load at the

crack tip, as is the case in the Double Torsion geometry,

Mai and Atkins (1980). A crack may also arrest if it is

growing into a decreasing KI field, such as beneath an

indenter. A crack mb.Y also arrest if all applied stress is



reaoved by unloading.

Which threshold applied stress intensity factor is

used as arrest stress intensity factor depends on whether or

not sub-cri ticlll crack growth as well as cdtical cre.ck

grololth is possible. If sub-critical growth is possible, the

threshold stress intensity factor is considerably lower than

the critical value, Hui and Riedel (1981). If it is not

capable of sub-critical crack growth, the arrest stress

intensity factor is taken as the lower bound of all

available dynamic crack initiation and arrest test data,

popelar and Kanninen (1985).

5) Brief OVerview ot Previous Work

Considerable work has been done on the determination

of the critical stress intensity factor of ice, in the field

on sea ice, freshwater ice and glacier ice: and in the

laboratory on fine grain columnar and randall ice, and larqc

grain random ice. A sU1llD.ary is supplied in Appendix 1.

The fracture toughness of ice has been measured with

the following fracture geometries; single Edge !latch,

Notched Right Circular Cylinder, compact Tension, Cracked

Ring Tensile, Tapered Double Cantilever Beam Specimen, wedge

Loaded Compact Tension !i'pecimen and Vickers Indenter. Thero

is no ASTH test geometry specifically for the determination

of ice fracture toughness. with ~e exception of the last



three specimens the geollletry is such that the crack, once it

has begun to grow, will continue to do so dynalllically, Mal

and Atkins (1980). The Tapered Double Cantilevered Beant,

and Wedge Loaded Compact Tension specimen are both more

stable than the Double Torsion geometry used in these

experiments, but Bentley et al (1988), Dempsey et al (1989b)

report no crack arrest.

Gold (1963) calculated the arrest stress intens! ty

factor that obtained at the tip of cracks in ice resulting

from thermal shock. Two pieces of ice of different

temperature were brought together and the resulting cracking

observed. From the therm.al gradient and resulting stress

Gold (1963) calculated that the stress intensity factor at

the crack tip was between 50 and 160 kNm·m , depending on

orientation to the c-axis of the crystal.

Liu and Miller (1979), using a double cantilever beam

geometry that was wedged open, reported two arrests at each

of -4'C and -lZ'C and one at -9·C in the range of 134 to 152

kNill-H. for the same orientation as was used in these tests.

They were unable to obtain arrest below -12' C.

Neither of the last two experiments mentioned

designed to explore sub-critical crack growth.

6) General Applicability to lee Engineering

Halllza and Muggeridge (1984) used equation 1.1 to



predict resulting crack length in ice-structure interaction.

The results obtained in the present work may be used to

further refine their model, supplying an arrest criteria and

the value of n for ice.

Other authors have attempted to predict resulting

crack length using the critical stress intensity factor, and

these models may also be refinee. with the arrest stress

intensity factor, Smith (1976), Evans et a1 (1984), Palmer

et a1 (1983), Bhat (1988,1989). The switching in dominance

of different failure modes, such as those reported in lab

studies with freshwater ice by Timco (1987a) for example,

may depend on the rate dependence of crack length.

The arrest stress intensity factor may also be used to

modify the elastic/plastic model of indentation of Hill

(1950) to make it applicable to ice. In the immediate

contact area beneath an indentation in ice, the ice is

intensely rnicrocracked, or damaged, but a predominant crack

has been observed to extend beyond the damage zone, Parsons

(1989). Previous models of the 1c.e structure interaction

have assumed a prior knowledge of the length of a

pre-existing crack in the ice. This is not realistic and

the method proposed in Parsons (1989) does not require such

assumptions, and uses the arrest stress intens!ty factor as

the criterion for crack length beneath

indenter.



7) Small Scale Yielding, Small Scale Creep, and the Discrete

Lattice

Thp. experiments done in this study are long term

loading, in the case of the sea ice loading was for over an

hour in some cases before the crack grew. In such cases the

requirement of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanic that both

the size of the yield zone and creep zone remain small with

respect to specimen size must be dealt with.

As the yield strength of ice remains to date

undefined the ssy criterion is difficult to evaluate.

However it is possible to calculate the size of the creep

zone from a commonly used theoretically obtained algorithm,

from Riedel and Rice (1980), and for almost every test done,

it states that LEFM is not applicable. The uS",Jal procedure

is then to procede with an evaluation of the fracture

criterion for such cases of time dependent non-linear crack

growth. This is done by obtaining load and displacement

records while the crack extends in a slow stable manner due

to creep crack growth, and evaluating the c" integral.

In these experiments, however, no such crack growth

could be promoted in ice, and such load and displacement

records were not obtained, and thus c* could not be

evaluated. It is clear that even though the algorithm of

Riedel and Rice (1980) predicts a large creep zone, and that
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this creep is assumed to be the mediating mechanism of creep

crack growth, that in ice this is not sufficient to explain

the absence of creep crack growth. For this reason another

theory has been introduced very early in the thesis. This

is the formulation of fracture in terms of the discrete

lattice as presented by Thomson (1987).

The successes of this view in explaining the effects

af corrosion on crack growth, and the behaviour of aged

cracks take it beyond the purely continuum approach of

Riedel and Rice (1980), and supply a mechanistic insight to

the predictions of Hui and Riedel (1981). This latter paper

is based entirely on an analysis of the strength of the

mathematical singularities at the crack tip, and supplies an

explanation for the observed behaviour of ice; the creep

power exponent of ice must be no greater than 3. Thomson

supplies i!l physical interpretation of this, the source of

the creep quantified by the creep power exponent is

dislocations, and a cloud of dislocations surrounding a

crack serves to shield or screen it from the remotely

applied stress. At the crack tip an elastic fracture

criterion, the Griffith criterion, must still be exceeded

for crack extension to occur.

In Chapter 2 a review of fracture mechanics,

inclUding hoth the continuum approach as presented by Rice

(1968), Riedel and Rice (1980), and Hui and Riedel (1981):
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and the discrete lattice interpretation of Thomson (1987) is

suppli.ed. Interpretation of critical points is supplied

though both points of view. In the end it is seen that the

discrete lattice formulation is necessary for a physical

understanding of the observed fracture behaviour of ice.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

210. General

1) The G Versus the K Approach.

A crack can be loaded in three distinct modes: opening,

sliding and tearing. We shall concern ourselves here only

.... i th the opening or tensile mode of loading.

The study of fracture machanics began with Griffith

(1921). He considered the energy balance within a cracked

material under load and postulated that an existing crack

will propagate if it lowers the total energy of the system.

The externally applied work WL must be balanced by

strain energy potential UE and the crack surface energy us;

W
L

= U
E

+ Us (2.1)

Griff i th (1921) used a stress analysis of Inglis

(1913) for the strain energy density per unit thickness due

to the presence of the crack,
U

E
'" 1l(T2a2 JE , (2.2)

where Cf is the stress remote from the crack, 2a is the crack

length, and E is the modulus of the material.

Th e c rack surface energy Us is given as,

(2.3)

where 7 is the material specif ic elastic crack surface

energy.

The Griffith criterion is that at equilibrium;
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d/da(W
L

) = d/da( -noj'a'/E + 487) =: O.

The energy of the system is maximum at this equilibrium

point. This yields;

0' = (2Er/lla)10, (2.4)

which gives the theoretical strength of brittle materials,

and the fracture strength dependence on defect si2e.

Equation 2.1 may be rewritten as I

Fdu = dA + + GdA, (2.5)

where F is the externally applied force, du is the change in

displacement at the point of load application, dA is the

change in strain energy, G is the specific energy of crack

surface area, and dA is the change in crack surface area.

In a linear system;

dh - d(Fu/2), and this may be used to

obtain;

r 3 = 2G/Cd/dA(U/F») (2.6)

This gives a single valued relationship between F, u, and A

for constant G in a linear elastic cracked material. For

quasi-static cracking the critical value of G is just

balanced by the work of fracture. If the work of fracture

is greater than the material critical value, unstable crack

growth ensues, if it is less there is no fracture.

Also, (2.7)

which will be used to show' the ~ence of the K and G

approaches at "uilibrinm.
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Irwin and Ries (1952, 1954) , Irwin (1957) • and

independently Orowan (1945) recognized that there must be an

other mechanism involved to account for the discrepancy

between the theoretical and observed strength of ductile

lIlater ials, where the energy of crack creation is

insignificant compared with the plastic work. They

redef lned the Ilaterial property G as the total energy

absorbed during cracking

G .. 'Ie + "'p (2.8)

where 'Ie and lpare the elastic and plastic crack energies.

The thermodynamic crack surface energy for ice is the

Gibbs free energy, or surface tension, measured by Ketcham

and Hobbs (1969) to be .109 JIm' tor the ice/water-vapour

interface, 0.065 JIm" for the ice/water interface, 0.033

J/a" for the ice/lce (grain boundary) interface.

Theoretical work by Thomson et a1 (1971), Hsieh and

Thomson (1973), Thomson (1978,1986,1987), ThoIlSon and

Fu11er(1982), Lin and Thollson (1986), and experimental work

by Hickalske and Frieman (1987) show that the fracture

energy may be larger than the thermodynalllic surface energy

as measured by Ketcham and Hobbs (1969) for ice, if the

crack is in a potential well between lattice sites, ie

lattice trapping. This is distinct from the plt..stic

fracture energy, .,p'

The intractability of the energy approach in

important problems. such as the SUbject of this study,
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sub-critical crack growth, led Irwin (1957) to develop the

stress intensity approach.

It. brief outline will be given.

To solve any plane elastic problem the equilibrium

equations of stresses and the compatibility equations of

strain must bE' obeyed. Airy proposed a function "'(x,y)

which fulfills the equilibrium equations for stresses:

From the

rr _ ~~~ 8'41 rr "" ~::L
)( ay" Uy-;~;' xy i1yax

compatibili ty equation of strains

(2.9)

the

biharmonic equation follows :

(2.10)

To solve this in an infinite, biaxially loaded, cracked

plate, westergaard .(1939) used a complex stress function:

rI> - Re t(z) + ylm i(zl, (2.11)

where ~ and i are first and second order integrals; and

applied the cauchy-Riemann equations to obtain the general

solutions:

(fx := Re 4>(20) - Y Im4>'(2o)

(fy = Re 4>(20) + Y Imt'(2o) (2.12)

""xy>: -yRe 4>'(20).

The boundary conditions are;

1) (1"y '" 0 for -a :"i x :5 a, y '" 0

2) U'y'" -U'", as x -4 :t '"

3) U'Y -4 -.. at x '" ± a
With the origin at the crack tip we obtain:
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U x - <:~'!~~~~~~~:~~~!~~=~~~~~~-~~~:~~~!
(2nr) 1/.

u y '" ~~~~~~!:~~:~~~!~:~~~~~~~_::~~:~(~! (2.13)
(2nr) ."

"t xy ::= ~~'!~~~!::~~:*:(~!:~:~(~_ s~~:~(~!
(2nr)'P

All stresses tend to infinity at r ::= 0, ie the crack

tip, with a strength of singularity of r- lI> , and are the

product of geometric position, 1/v2nr( f (a) ), and a scalar

magnitude of the elastic stresses in the crack tip field

uv'na. The strength of this singularity will be compared to

that of a crack imbedded in a plastic field, and a moving

crack.

The magnitude of the elastic' stress is called the

stress intens! ty factor:

1<1 '" u(na)'" (2.14)

(2.15)

For a Hnite body the stress inttmsity factor at the crack

tip may be calculated from the general form
Kr • u(na)'12 f(a/w),

where f(a/w) is a dimensionless parameter that depends on

the geometry of the specimen, the crack length a, the

specimen length W, and is usually 1 :5 f(a/w) :5 rr, see for

example, Broek (1984,1988), Ewalds and Wanhill (1984),

Atkins and Mai (1985). Handbooks have compiled f(a/w)

calculated for a large number of practical loading

configurations, Sih (1973), Tada et al (1973).

Irwin (1957) demonstrated that the critical value G
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obtained using the Griffith energy approach is equivalent to

the critical value of K
IC

reached at crack extension.

considering the work done in the extension of a crack,

Atkins and Mal (1985), equation 2.7 yields

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.16)

(2.17)

G .. Ib.A"-iO lJA/6A

.. li1D.6a-iO 1/6a ~a cryy Yyydr

rTyy .. K/(2nr) and ;he displacelllent

Vyy "" (20"..var/2)/E (2.18)

where E* .. E/(1_v2
) for plane strain conditions at the

crack tip, or E* .. E for plane stress.

The relationship between Gc and KIc is then;

Gc .. Kie/E in plane stress, and
Gc .. Ric' I-V' )/E in plane strain.

The value of KIC lla)' be obtained from the load to

where

failure of a known geometry and crack length, and is used as

the crack extension criterion. For each stress function of

the Salle mode the geometric part f(r ,6) is the S81!le and only

the magnitUde of K1 changes. The total stress field due to

different loading systems is obtained by scalar addition of

each K1C contribution. The stress state is characterized by

the stress intensity factor K, that measures the strength of

the r"'/2 singularity at the crack tlp.

A fundamental problem arose from treating fracture as

a stress analysis problem in terms of continuum elasticity

and plasticit". Rice (1966, t976), in what has come to be

called Rice's "heorem, ~1.nted out that when a crack grows
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in anything but a purely elastic material, all the work

supplied by the external loading is absorbed by the plastic

processes in the material, and none is left over for the

creation of crack surface area. This is a consequence of

the assumption that at the tip the stress reaches a maximum

finite value, such aG the plastic yield strength of the

material. If the plastic 20ne extends right to the crack

tip, no crack growth is possible. The description of crack

growth at the continuum limit cannot be decoupled, in the

Griffith sense, from the details of separation within the

fracture process 20ne.

This paradox was resolved by Thomson (1978) and,

independently I Weertman (1978), by considering the actual

dislocation mechanisms responsible for plasticity and creep.

They assumed there is· a core elastic region in the immediate

vicinity of the crack tip, that is surrounded by a plastic

region consisting of dislocations. This was an explicit

break with the previous purely continuum analysis and

demonstrated the necessity of considering atomic detail.

The model is supported by scanning electron microscope

studies of cracks in ceramics, Lawn et al (1980), that show

atomically sharp cracks surrounded by dislocations. This

approach has solved several previously intractable problems,

notably the influence of corrosive environments, and the

behaviour of aged cracks, Thomson and Fuller (1982), Lin and

Hirth (1982), Lin and Thomson (1986), Thomson (1987), Lawn,
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etal(1987).

The robustness of the Griffith criterion has also shown

itself in its applicability to moving cracks in power

hardening materials, Hart (1981), though it was originally

proposed for static cracks in pure elastic materials.

2) Plane Strain Versus Plane stress

It is clear from Eq. 2.18 that the plane strain and

plane stress relations between G and fracture toughness

differ due to the strain at the crack tip in the two cases.

In a very thin edge loaded plate there is effectively

no through thickness stresses, all the stress is in the

plane of the plate, though out-of·plane strains may

result. This is known as plane stress.

At the other extreme I in a thick section, under in

plane loading: there is no through thickness displacement.

This is known as plane strain.

In the intermediate case, between very thick and very

thin specimens 1t 1s necessary to know which of the two

idealizations best approximates the problem at hand.

The quahtity G
c

is a material property and from

equations Z.19 and 4::'.20 we see that KIC will be greater in

pl<t-ne stress than plane strain. A distinction is made

between Kef RP}4ined in plane stress, and the lower value

J<lc obtCl,ine,q !forn ~hiolter 8pecimens in plane strain.

TJJ' ~Fl!lrRl.~J.o:n between the two, the intermediate



reqion. is marked by thic)mess greater than;
K

d .. 1/Jn(i~9)'

and less than,

d .. 2.S(~!£}·
'y

20

(2.21)

(2.22)

where t is specimen thickness, (ly is yield strength, and

KIc is the cdtical stress intensity factor obtained for

thickness greater than given by 2.22, Anderson (1969).

The value of yield stress of ice is problematic. The

failure strength of ice is rate dependent, and accompanied

by micro and mtlocro cracking. Yield is characterized by

plastic rupture of the material , usually along slip lines,

with no fracture present. It is not at all clear that ice

may yield under any circumstances, as fracture usually

intervenes. Perhaps only at very small scale where it is

energetically i_possible for fracture tn take place may ice

yield, see the chapter on scale effects in the book by

Atkins and Hai (1985). Prost and Ashby (1982) indicate in

their deformation Ilechanism lIap for ice that the yield

strength of ice is at least 10 MFa, and may be an order of

1lI11.gnitude higher. Taking toughness or 1 x1a s Nm·3,2, and

yield strength of 10 MPa, this implies that the smallest

significant length of a fracture sample in ice should be

greater than 0.25 mm to ensure plane strain.

In applied mechanics the terms "plane stress'l and

"plane strain" have very precise me8nings. In fracture
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mechanics they have been applied aore loosely. While plane

stress rigorously means that there is negligible stress

perpendicular to the plane of interest; fracture mechanics

it is taken to indicate thin components with in-plane

loading. and the surface layer of thick components. But for

a state ot: plane stress to obti:tin, the stress gradients must

also be negligible. This is only approximately true of thi.n

sections, or near the surface of III thick section, Popelar

and Kanninen (1985).

3) Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), the

K
I

approach, is valid when;

1) the crack tip is sharp,

2) the plastic 20ne that develops at the crack tip is

small compared to the relevant specimen dimensions. This is

the small scale yielding criterion.

A sharp fatigue crack is usually created in fracture

specimens with repeated load reversals. This has been

claimed to be done by only" one group of researchers, Liu and

Miller (1979), and no details were given. Subsequent

workers have found precracking is not possible in ice, as it

is so brittle that any cracks that do form, easily propagate

through the sample.

In ice sharp cracks have been foned by pressing with

a sharp blade in a saw cut, or by creating a Jllicrocrack with
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a loaded sharp blade. As some time may elapse before actual

loading begins. the question arises as to how long this

crack remains sharp.

Theoretical work by Rice and Thomson (1974) addresses

crack tip bIunting through the mechanism of dislocation

emission. This requires the formation of a three

dimensional kink pair. Rice and Thomson (1974) calculate

the energy this requires, and predict which materials will

spontaneously blunt. They show that for materials with;

/lb/1' > 10, (2.23)

where /.L is the shear modulus, b the Burgers vector, and 1

the crack surface energy. an atomically sharp crack is

stable. This because the fracture surface energy is so low

that a sharp crack is a lower energy state than a blunt

crack accompanied by a dislocation. This criterion

successfully predicted that face centred cubic materials

spontaneously blunt, that iron is an intel"'mediate case, and

that ionic and covalent crystals do not.

For ice; 11 = 3.8 X 109 Pa, b = 4.5 X 10~iO ro, '1 =
0.109 J/m~; which yields ubi,. = 17.

Rice and Thomson (1974) point out that the greatest

uncertainty in their theory is in the determination of ,..

In their work the correct '1 is derived as the energy

necessary to break bonds at the crack tip. If there is no

lattice trapping, Hsieh and Thomson 1973, the energy to grow

a crack, heal a crack, and the thermodynamic surface energy
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are all identical. This latter has been measured as 0.109

J/m2
, Ketchum and Hobbs (1969).

If, however, the ice crystal has high Peierls barriers

where the discrete lattice force fields can trap a crack,

the energies to grow a crack, heal it, and the intermediate

thermodynamic equilibrium, may be different. The extension.

or blun1:ing, of the crack by the formation of a three

dimensional kink pair across a Peierls energy barrier, wi 11

require a greater energy thon the thermodynamic surface

energy, Hirth and Lethe (1982).

The small difference between the fracture and

thermodynamic energy of ice may be due to lattice trapping.

but there is no evidence to support this. Dempsey et a1

(1989b), for example, and otbors have obtained toughness

values that are very nearly exactly the thermodynamic

surface energy. The thermodynamic surface energy of ice,

.109 Jim', is thus used in the algorithm of Rice and Thomson

(1974) and atomically sharp cracks in ice are theoretically

predicted to be stable again!;:t dislocation emission mediated

blunting. This stability is even greater for grain boundary

cracks, with energy of 0.033 J/m2 •

Aside from these theoretical considerations that

indicate a sharp crack in ice will stay sharp, Colbeck

(1986) considered the thermodynamics of microcrack healing

(ie. blunting) in ice, in attempt to explain the

observations of Cole (1986). He calculated that at o·c a
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crack of 1 ca length, aspect ratio of 10' will not change

its diaaeter (and thus, its radius of curvature at the crack

tip) appreciably for a day if open to the air, or for two

hours if water vapour filled. The IleChanisD of healing is

viscous flow. 'rhls explained the observations of Cole

(1986). At lower temperatures the crack will be stable for

longer.

It seolls sate to proceed under the assumption that if

tested wi thin a few hours, a prepared sharp crack in ice

open to air remain atomically sharp.

The second concern in LEFH is that the plastic zone

be small compared to relevant test specimen dimensions.

This is the sllall scale yieldlng condition. In a material

that creeps, such as ice, the development of the 20ne of

nonlinear deformation at the crack tip is tine dependent,

and this then beCOMS the small scale creep criterion, Rice

(1968), Riedel and Rice (1980).

The calculation of the size of the plastic zone was

calculated in the section dealing with plane strain and

plane stress. Several workers in ice, Nixon and ~chulson

(1986a, 1986b), TilllCo and Fre<lerkinq (1986) have made the

assumption that when the creep zone size, not the plastic

zone size, becomes one fiftieth the size of the smallest

critical dimension of the test sample, plane strain has been

comprolllised.

Riedol (1987) discusses the nature of the creep zone



and its development. The creep zone is arbitrarily defined

as that region within which the creep strain is greater than

the elastic strain, Riedel and Rice (1980). They give the

creep boundary r cr (9,t) reSUlting from

instantaneous step function application of J(r as;

(2.24)

Hobbs (1974) gives two values for n; n if J for a ~ 2

MPa, and n II 5 for (1 t: 5 HPa. For n II 3 this takes the form

5.3t: and for n I! 5, r 0: 2.7t''', Nixon and Schulson

(1986a, 1986b). Note that this predicts that in the high

stress region the creep zone will grow more slowly than in

the lower stress region, i.e. the relaxation is greater.

The transition froll small scale creep limit to steady

state creep Ii_it can be described as the spread of the

creep zone across the ligament. There are two such

transition calculations, one for plane strain, and one for

plane stress. This deterlllines whether the specimen is

characterized by Krc ' or by C· , where c· is the rate

dependent strain energy density fracture criterion. It is

assumed that when the creep zone has exceeded 1/50 the

relevant si ze of the fracture sample LEFM no longer applies

8nd also that creep crack growth has begun in the material.

As creep is by definition time dependent it is possible to

calculate when the contributions of the non-linear
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deformations in the vicinity of the crack tip are no longer

negligible and the LEFM fr.:lcture cri terion Krc is no longer

geometry independent.

The transition time is calculated from;

0: KI~ (1 -v')

t 1 :: -(~:~)-;~;--- (2.25)

for plane strain, for plane stress the factor (1 - v ~) is

deleted, Riedel (1987). Practical guidelines for

determining c* were given by Landes and Begley (1976), for

materials that follow power law creep; and exhibit creep

crack growth. Load and displacement records are collected

while the cracK extends in a slow stable manner. There has

as yet been no work done on the evaluation of c* for ice, so

it is not now possible to calculate when one should use it

as a fracture criteria, instead of the critical stress

intensity factor. If, however, no stable crack growth can

be promoted, it is not possible to calculate C. It might

also be inferred that neither is it necessary.

The size requirement for c* testing validity is;

(a,w-a) > 2Hli t (2.26)

where cSt is the crack tip opening displacement, and M is a

factor that depends on specimen geometry, and desired

accuracy, Riedel (1987) .

.
4) The J and C Integrals

The J integral was introduced by Rice (1968) for



applications where elastic-plastic deformation accompanying

fracture must be taken account of. In the 1 inear

approximation J is identical to G. In the non-linear case

it is the rate of change with crack length of potential

energy;

J '= -8/8a J P du (2.27)

where u is the load line deflection. A methodology exists

for determining the J integral and using it in design with

elasto-plastic materials, Kumar et al (1981). Eq. 2.22

determines when the small-scale yield assumption is

violated. There is no known way to calculate transition

times for violation for a growing crack.

The J integral may be simply extended, Riedel

(1987), to give;

c· = -a/aa J P dO. (2.28)

Eq 2.25 determines when c· should be used, but is

beyond the scope of this study. When J, c·, or KIC is the

appropriate parameter for characterizing creep crack growth

is presented in maps, Riedel (1987). If fracture toughness

values are not unusually large; RIC would appear to be

valid to characterize loading.

5) Crack Arrest Versus Crack Initiation

Crack arrest may occur after subCritical or critical

crack growth. In suber!tical crack growth Evans (1972,3,4)

observed experimentally a threshold value for Kth , below
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which no crack growth will occur. If the applied KI falls

below K
th

, slow crack growth will arrest.

In materials that exhibit only critical crack growth,

inl tiation occurs at K
IC

' In certain geometries arrest may

occur, and the arrest KIa' is taken as the lower bound of

all available dynamic crack initiation and crack arrest

data, Popelar and Kanninen (1985). An ASTM standard for

obtaining the crack arrest fracture toughness is under

development and has been tentatively proposed for ferritic

steels, Barker at a1 (1988). The geometry is crack-line

wedge-loaded compact-type specimens with side grooves, to

measure the abil.ity of the ferritic steels to bring to rest

a fast-running crack. The difficulty reported by Liu and

Hiller (1978), Dempseyet a1 (1988) Dempsey et al (1989b)

in obtaining arrest in ice with this geometry suggests it

wi11 not be useful in ice.

6) ASTH Standards

There is ASTM standard specifically for the

determination of the fracture toughness of ice. The various

geometries that have been used on ice were mentioned in the

introduction. In gQnera1, sample dimensions have been

increased to include 1I significant number of the 1arge ice

grains in the test specimen.

The Double Torsion geometry was chosen for this work

because it is one of the best geometries for inducing stable
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crack growth, regardless of the compliance of the test rig,

Mal and Atkins (1980). This will be shown in detail in

Chapter J. This is particularly relevant for field work,

where the test frame must be transported, in some cases by

hand, to the ice.

25) Suberi tical Crack Growth

Subcritical crack growth first came under study when

it was realized that catastrophic fallure of steel and

ceramics was occurring much below design loads. The most

spectacular of these was the sinking of Liberty ships while

at dock, under no apparent load. Time dependent crack

growth can result from environmental or corrosion effects,

or creep effects; or a combination of both.

In a recent review Rice (19B?) states that it is now

generally accepted that stable sub-critical crack growth due

to creep effects takes place if and only if the criterion of

Eq 2.23 is met. If the crack is stable against spontaneous

dislocation emission and the crack tip blunting that

results, then the mechanisms of slow crack growth,

cavitation and ligament rupture, cannot be activated.

If there is an energy barrier to dislocation emission,

this mechanism cannot spontaneously blunt atomically sharp

crack. In the absence of an external of

dislocations, the crack will remain atomically sharp, and

the Griffith criteria for cr.itical crack growth must be
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exceeded at the crack tip.

If on the other hand spontaneous dislocation emission

occurs, blunting the crack tip, the dislocation plasticity

provides the mechanism by which creep fracture may

ul timately occur, through void growth and coalescence I or

localized shear, or a combination of both. There still,

however, remains an elastic core at the crack tip that is

dislocation free and where the elastic KIa criterion holds.

From the continuum point of view the asymptotic stress

and strain fields for crack growing in

elastic-power-law creeping material have been provided

through the analysis of Hart (1980, 1.981), Hui and Riedel

(1981). Hui (1983, 1986) has done a small-scale yielding

analysis of steady state crack growth, and Riedel and Wagner

(1981) have done an approximate analysis of non steady

growth.

An explicit assumption of the continuum model is that

some small characteristic distance ahead of the crack tip a

critical strain must be exceeded for crac~~ growth to take

place. Neither this distance nor the value of critical

strain can as yet be specified.

It must be emphasized that there does nat exist at

present any genera1~y accepted fracture criterion, and this

is a SUbject of ongoing research, Kannanin and Popelar

(1985), Thomson (1986,1987).

As mentioned earlier, the approach of Thomson (1986)
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is different, modeling the discrete lattice and crystal

dislocations. Thomson et 811 (1971) first discussed the

crack motion problem for cryst<Jl cracks. The first attempt

to deduce a kinetic law for crack velocity was by Hsieh and

Thomson (1973). Thomson (1986) employs a K-type failure

criterion, a local after-shielding k at the atomically sharp

crack tip, in a core elastic region, lower case k to be

distinguished from the remotely applied KI • similar to the

approach of Hart (1981). A critical mechanism in this model

is the shielding or screening effect of a dislocation. that

is, that stress is reduced across a dislocation. Thus an

atomicllIlly sharp crack in /I. core elastic region. surrounded

by a plastic zone consisting of a cloud of shielding

dislocations, is subject to a lower effective stress than

that applied externally. This gives physical

interpretation of crack growth, intimately connected to

dislocation creation, movement and shielding.

The analysis of Hui and Riedel (1981) was based on

the HRR analysis of a stationary crack in an elasto-plastic

material, Hutchinson (1968), Rice and Rosengren (1968). The

elastic-nonlinear viscous materialS, as they call them,

assumed to deform in tension according to the law,

t " "'IE + Ban (2.29)

Which is similar to, though not exactly the same as,

that found to hold for ice, Sinha (1978). A third term is
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used in ice to account for delayed elastic strain, but it

mAy bp. shown this is similar to the first term of Eq. 2.29.

By assuming stable crack growth may take place, Hui

Riedel (19Bl) find that for n < 3 the inverse square root

stress singularity occurs, and no sub-critical crack growth

is possible. (This is not a deterministic proof that only

critical crack growth Irlay take place for n < J, but a

contradiction of the original assumption.) This is the same

as for the linear material, equation 2.15. In the model of

Thomson (1986) plastic creep does not have time to fUlly

shield an atomically sharp crack when it moves into new

material, when crack velocity is greater than some critical

value, and n < J. A local k can be sustained at the crack

tip and bond breakinq stresses achieved; critical crack

growth resul ts .

However, the asymptotic stress and strain fields near

a growing crack tip change abruptly at n = 3. For n ;> 3 a

new type of singular field develops at a growing crack tip.

The stress and strain have the same form,

(2.30)

Hui and Riedel (1981), and below a minimum crack growth

rate no steady state creep c['ack growth is possible. Above

this minil'llum growth rate,

a 0: K~, (2.31)
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under small scale yielding conditions.

The physical description of steady state crack growth

supplied by Thomson (1986) is complex, involving explicit

calculations of shielding due to dislocations a finite

distance fro. the crack tip. Because of the rate dependence

of dislocation generation, for n > J there will always be II

liral ting crack velocity where the required shielding at the

crack tip cannot be achieved, and the crack can grow away,

critically, from its shielding charge of dislocations.

This relationship between creep crack growth rate and

applied stress, and the prediction of It threshold stress

intensity factor. is consistent with the experimental

observations of Evans (1974), Cook and Lawn (1984),

Cannon and London (1983,1988), and Riedel (1987).

'1'be asymptotic field around a 1IlOving crack, Eg. 2.30,

should be contrasted with the stress and strain asymptotic

fields near: a stationary crack tip in an elasto-plastic

Illl.terial, Hutchinson (1967), Rice and Rosengren (1968),

r·,IC"+ll

c Cll r~·/fR.:1.' (2.32)

The singUlarity of the growing stress field is greater

than the static, but the singularity of the strain field is

less than the static case. In Thomson (1986) this is the

as saying tha't: the stA'=.ic crack is shielded, and the

effective k at the d~ack tit» is less.
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The continuum model of Hui and Riedel (1981) indicates

for a moving crack, with a weaker strain singularity, the

elastic contribution to strain is as important as the creep

contribution. This can be seen when the very high strain

rates that must exist near the tip of a moving crack are

appreciated. This is consistent with Thomson (1986), where

a local elastic k field is essential for crack growth.

The discrete lattice approach of Thomson (1987) has

successfully shown that the corrosive effect of different

environments on crack growth rate is related to the relative

size of the corroding molecule and the room available for it

to penetrate to the crack tip, Lawn et a1 (1987). This was

seen in the stress corrosion of silica in various

environments, Michalske and Frieman (19B7).

Lawn et 1'101 (19B7) considered aged indentation cracks

in brittle materials, and found that the strength of the

samples did not increase with age. They conclude instead,

as proposed by Thomson (1986). that atomically sharp cracks

shielded by dislocations; blunting and thus

strengthening does not occur.

The concurrence between the discrete lattice model

with its elastic core imbedded in a dislocation cloud, and

the experimental results on aged indentation cracks in

brittle materials and the influence on crack growth rate of

corrosive environments. take it beyond the continuum

approach. The mechanisms of dislocation emission, movement,
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and shielding; combined with the geometry of the crack tip,

supply a physical basis for the theory of high temperature

fracture.

Creep crack. growth veloei ties as low as 10-.0 mls are

common, Kannanin and Popelar (1985). and ranging up to as

high as 10-2 m/s are possible, depending on the material.

Such wide ranges are not generally found in a single

material, however.

The effective creep power exponents as high as 100

have been obtained from empirical evaluations of eq 1.1.

Such high values of n, in fact any value higher than n = 5,

indicates that crack growth is due in significant part to

corrosion effects as well as creep effects.

2C) Previous Fracture Toughness Work On rce

A summary of work on the fracture toughness of ice is

contained in Appendix 1. The results are consistent and

indicate that the specific fracture energy of ice is within

an order of magnitude of the thermodynamic surface energy of

ice. The tests were conducted above 0.9 homologous

temperature, where ice will creep at any load. The creep in

ice contributes to the fracture energy I but not to the

extent that it does in steel for example, where fracture

energy may be 4000 times the thermodynamic energy I due to

plastic flow in the vicinity of the crack tip.
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1) Crack Tip preparation

The concern that prepared crack tips be sharp enough

to ensure valid results has received considerable attention

in the literature.

Liu and Loop (1972) prepared a crack with a razor,

avoiding microcracking, and coated the crack in silicon

grease to prevent sUblimation. Liu and Hiller (1979) used a

similar procedure, and as well tested precracked samples.

No information was given on how precracldng was done, but it

is the only work in the literature on precracked samples,

(other than samples deliberately microcracked under a sharp

blade). Their results particularly relevant,

approximately 110 )(Nm-'/z at rat.e 1000 kNm··/ 2 s··, as they

report no difference in toughness in samples prepared with

the two different techniques.

Work to date falls into two approaches to crack tip

preparation. Goodllan and Tabor (1978), Ha.za and Muggeridge

(1979), Goodlllan (1980), Tilllco and Frederking (1983,1986),

Azadeh-Tehrany (1983), KUSODOtO et al (1985), Nixon and

Schulson (19868, 1986b), Bentley et al (1985), Dempsey et 81

(1988, 1989a, 1989b), Nixon (1988), Nixon et al (1989),

Danllenlto (1985), Shen and Lin (1986), prepared the crack

with a razor, taking care to avoid microcrack creation.

Kolle (1981), Andrews and Lockington (1983), Andrews et al

(1984), Parsons et al ( ... ·j5,1986,1988,1989), Tuhkuri (1987)

deliberately created a jA99t!d crack. Others sucb as Urabe
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et al (1980,19818) are not explicit about crack tip

preparation techniques. In the light of the work of tiu and

Hiller (1979), the difference is not significant, though

very blunt crack tips cause higher apparent t:oughness, Nixon

(1989), Dempsey (1989a).

2) Sample Size

The question as to what is the adequate sample size to

ensure that the small scale yield/creep criterion is met,

has been addressed by almost all workers. The problem

hinges on the choice of appropriate ice yield strength,

depending on strain rate that is felt to be effective at the

crack tip. For example Goodman (1980) calculates the strain

rate in an equivalent uncracked beam, and using this to

obtain a yield strength, calculates a plastic zone size and

finds it small compared to specimen geometry. It can be

argued, however, that this is too conservative, and that the

stress concentration at the crack tip greatly increases the

strain rate, and thus yield strength.

The question of adequate sample size, with respect to

grain size, was addressed by Urabe et al (1981b), and their

algorithm for correcting results from small samples was used

by Timco and Frederking (1983) and Andrews et al (1984).

This whole question is considered in detail by DQmpsey et

al(1989a, 1989b), and their results indicate that prepared

crack length should be as large as possible, at least six
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times, and preferably 34 times the grain s12e. Their

results, however, also indicate that very long cracks also

have low fracture energy, the lower limit approaching

perfectly brittle cleavage along the basal plane, or grain

boundaries. The specimen depth to clack length ratio should

also be as high as possible.

J) Rate Dependence / Plane Strain versus Plane stress

The reports of the rate dependence of ice

fracture toughness are contradictory.

Are view of work to that time by Urabe and

Yoshitake(1981a) showed that for pure ice with grain size 5

- 10 rnm that; over the range 0.1 < K
IC

< 10' kNm-"'s-';

K "" 216 K _0.11
Ie , (2.33)

There was no transition from plane stress to plane strain

observed.

Their own results, however, showed an apparent K
c

hump

at approximately 100 kNm'3/~s-l, with no rate dependence

down to 1 kNm-"~s-l. They report similar behavior in sea

ice, lJrabe and Yoshitake (1981b). This could indicate a

transition frolll plane strain to plane stress.

Timco and Frederking (1966) found;

K rc =18BK.-"·" (2.34)

for 6 < Kr < 90 kNIlI-'I'S" in freshwater fine grained

columnar ice, with no plane stress to plane strain hump.
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Nixon and Schulson (1986b) observed what appears to be

a plane strain to plane stress transition, and ext(mded the

rate dependent information another order of magnitude lower,

to 10" JcNm-·/·s-'. Pointing out that there is no standard

for creep materials equival~nt to the plane strain criterion

for materials that display rate independent plasticity, they

suggest that a creep zone greater than 1/50 specimen

dimensions also violates plane strain. They calculated what

they call the transition tim'9 from plane strain to plane

stress from Eq :./.24. Th,: rate they calculate for

transition from plane strain to plane stress in their

specimens, about 2 kNm-'!1s " fits their data.

If the plane strain condition is violated due to

growth of the plastic zone, the J integral can be used.

Only one calculation of the J integral for ice is reported

in the literature, Urabe and 'ioshitake (198lb) (though

Dempsey et al (1989b) measured fracture energy directly

instead of KIc )' The same toughness of approximately 250

kNm-'" at 0.5 kNm-"'s·' was obtained from both the J

integral and LEFM. The J integral was calculated from;

J rc = 2U/(d(W-a)) (2.35)

where U is the under the load

load-point-displacement curve, d is sample thickness, W is

specimen ligament and a is crack length. The J rc was used

to calculate K1C from Eq. (2. 20) . That this agrees with the

LEFM calculation of K1c shows that LEFH is adequate to 0.5
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kNm-~'~s-l. and plane strain is not violated. This result

will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.

It is not clear how to explain the apparent plane

stress to plane strain transitions reported in the 2 to

lOOkNm-1I2s·' range, but over the wider load rate regime

oflO'~ to lO~ kNm' J/2s", there is no transition apparent.

When the creep zone spreads through the sample, the

c'integral should be used. No work has been done to

determine when this should be done for lca. If the nanrate

dependent work integral (J) is unnecesseory to 0.5

kNIlI··nS". so is the rate dependent one. C'.

Liu and Hiller (1979) explain rate dependence of ice

toughness as a consequence of stress relaxation in the

vicinity of the crack tip, which then requires a higher

applied stress to reach the same level of fracture stress at

the crack tip. This is the view that will be taken here.

though Liu and Hiller make no comment on the nature of this

relaxation, the concept is consistent with the Thomson

(1987) JIlOdel, already presented. of crack tip Shielding by

dislocations.

4) Gt'ain Size Influence

Nixon and Schulson (198Ga,b) report a 25% decrease in

toughness for grain size increase from 1.6 to 9.3 mm. This

trend has not been found to extend to greater grain sizes.

The results of Goodman and Tabor (1978) from single
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crystals, Parsons and Snellen (1985) from large grain

(S-lOcm) freshwater ice at the mouth of the McKenzie river,

and Parsons et a1 (1986) from large grain size sea ice,

indicate similar toughness results as at the smaller grain

size. Danilenko (1985) reports an increase in toughness in

large (10 em) monocrystals, as do Timeo and Frederking

(1982) in small grained columnar ice. A possible

explanation for this has been proposed by Dempsey et a1

(1989a); that ice has an equicohesive temperature for

certain types of ice, above this the toughness increases

with increasing grain size, and below it it increases with

decreasing grain size.

5) Fracture Toughness Anisotropy

The influence of anisotropy of ice crystals on

fracture toughness has been reported by Kolle (1981), Timco

and Frederking (1986) in fine grained freshwater columnar

ice: and Urabe and Yoshitake (1981b), Danilenko (1985),

Parsons et al (1985, 1986), Shen and Lin (1986), in large

grained sea ice. Fracture along the basal plane is less

tough than across it, in both ices. IJrabe et a1 (1980)

report cracks on bottom of sea ice tougher than those on

top. Parsons et a1 (1986) report preferred c-axis

orientation in ice also has inf1uonce on toughness, a

vertical crack aligned perpendicular to the preferred c-axis

has the lowest toughness. Also the temperature dependence



of the toughness is anisotropic.

6) Arrest Toughness

All the results of GOld (1963) were obtained from

cracks that had arrested. Liu and Hiller (1979) obtained

five crack arrests with the wedge opening compact tension

specimen, but none below _12 6 C. The indenter results of

Goodman and Tabor (1978) were from cracks that had arre~ted,

but the numerical value of the toughness were high, and it

will be shown this is due to assumptions of the algorithm

used to calculate toughness due to indentation load on a

Vickers indenter that are inappropriate for a material that

undergoes microcrack damaging beneath the indenter.

Bentley et al (1988) were unable to obtain any crack arrests

with a wedge loaded floating tapered double cantilevered

beam. but Dempsey et al (1999b) report arrest with the same

geometry in a test frame, thought they do not distinguish

these from the apparent fracture toughness K
Q

• their

notation.

7) Damage

Timco and Frederking (1986) report toughness decreases

with increase in ice damage, as quantified by crack density

up to 7 cracks per cm~. Nixon (1989) also showed toughness

decreased with increased damage due to cracking, quantified

by ice density that decreased with increased damage.
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2D) Laboratory and Analytic Studies of Ice Fracturing.

The operational scenario for exploration in ice

covered waters has been primarily in sea ice, so a number of

physical model studies have been conducted on edge

indentation of semi-infinite sheets of ice. Hirayama et al

(1978), Croasdale et al (1978), Sodhi and Hamza (1977),

Michel and Toussaint (1977), Michel and Blanchet (199J),

Frederkinq and Timeo (1985). and Timeo (1987a) are examples

of this work. These studies have shown how complicated the

mechanisms of ice failure are, and how difficult brittle

fracture can be to analyze in even a relatively simple and

controlled geometry.

Out of these tests have arisen empirical equations

for load prediction, and enough experience to tentatively

classify and predict failure modes according to aspect ratio

(structure width to ice thickness) and strain rate

(structure width divided by interaction velocity).

Except at very low indentation rates where creep is

the primary deformation mechanism, ice fails through the

growth and interaction of cracks. The geometry, orientation

and interaction of several types of cracks has made it

possible to classify failure modes, Palmer et al (1983).

Local crushing is characterized by densely packed cracks

in the immediate vicinity of contact. This is generally

responsible for the generation of the greatest local and
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global loads. It is associated with structures with width

comparable to ice thickness.

with width greater than ice thickness local crushing

may be accompanied by a number of different cracks;

spalling, radial, and circumferential. As width increases,

spalling accompanied by crushing appears first, then radial

cracks with crushing (and no spalling). and then radial and

circumferential cracks wi th crushing, and finally

radial,circumferential cracks leading to buckling but no

spalling.

TimeD (1987a) in tests on thin freshwater ice in a

model basin showed that such a classification did appear

valid. It is not clear however, what determines which

failure mode is activated. For example for aspect ratios of

<I and up, it is interaction velocity alone. Why is ice

crack dynamics rate dependent?

This is important, as global and local loads vary

greatly with failure mechanism. Local crushing generates

very high local and global loads, on the order of the

hardness of ice; whereas in buckling with no crushing one

need only be concerned with much lower global loads. The

appearance of spalling, radial, and circumferential cracks

are all preceded by load peaks. A designer must be able to

anticipate which regime a structure can be expected to

operate in, and how the ice failure mode that generates the

minimum loads on the structure might be promoted.
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Painer et al (1983) attelllpted to mathematically model

radial cracks as an edge crack in a seal-infinite plate,

wedged open by a transverse compressive force in the ice

crushing region, determined from a Hf:ortzian analysis of

contact. They assumed that crack grolrth was stable. applied

the solution for the stress intensity factor of a known

crack length in this geollletry. and calculated the loads

corresponding to various crack lengths. They stated their

solutions as the loads required to generate these cracks.

They are however the loads necessary to cause cracks of that

length to grow longer.

Hamza and Muggeridge (1984) consider the same

geometry, assume that sub-critical crack growth is possible

in ice, and that the rate of growth is determined by

Eq(l.l). They found that the greater the applied stress or

structure dialleter the greater the maximum crack growth

rate, and the further from the structure it occurs. No

assumptions were made about crack arrest.

Bhat (1988) also considered the radial crack problell,

following the analysis of Palmer et 0.1 (1983).but for a

finite ice flow. He showed that crack growth will become

dynamic when the crack reaches about 0.1 the flow diameter.

This is similar to the crack instability shown in various

fracture test specimen geometries, Atkins and Mal (1980).

Thus maximum load is that required to increase the crack

length to .1 the flow diameter. Finite element calculations
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done under the constraint that the crack surfaces touch at

the loaded edge show that the Hertzian analysis supplies a

larger portion of crushing load to crack splitting. about

fifty percent, than is consistent with this constraint.

value of twenty to thirty percent of crushing load

spli tt.ing force is more realistic and conservative.

Ashby et al (1986) show that contact between

indenter and a two dimensional brittle foam sheet is

mediated through by a finite number of contact points. The

fragmentation is a consequence of the interaction of the

cracks that are generated at each of these contact points.

Timeo (1987b) showed that the peak and average loads

in an ice-structure interaction are reduced when the number,

length or density of ice cracks is sufficiently high.

These studies indicate that crack presence, growth and

interaction is intimately connected to limiting peak and

average loads in ice-structure interaction. None of them,

however, provide any fundamental insight into why any

particUlar failure mode might be observed in a given

geometry and strain rate range, though the work of Hamza and

Muqgeridge (1984) is very suggestive.

information is required on ice crack dynamics.

More basic

1) Time Aspects of Ice Behaviour

The strain rate dependence of ice indentation strength

outlined by Michel (1978) shows that ice may display ductile



or brittle behaviour, depending on the strain rate, with a

transition region found in the strain rate range of 10·' to

10-3 . For strain rates below 10-4 the strength is

controlled by creep and is a function of strain rate. Above

strain rate of 10-2 strength is obtained from brittle

fracture, and is independent of strain rate.

Early work on ice was conducted by Gold (1963,

1965,1967, 1977), from which Sinha (1978) proposed that the

strain of ice may be partitioned into three components; the

elastic c e ' the delayed elastic cd' and the viscous cv ' The

elastic is the instantly recoverable strain, the delayed

elastic is recoverable but time dependent, and the viscous

is permanent. The total strain may be written;

(2.36)

Sinha (1979) modified this to accommodate the influence of

grain size;

C = O"/E + C,[~l.][;_]s[l - expt-(aTt)b I1 + i:v,t{~:ln; (2.37)

where E is Young's modUlUS, Cv is the viscous strain rate

for unit or reference stress 0",' C1 is a constant

corresponding to the unit or reference grain size, d,' b,n,

and s are constants, and aT is the inverse relaxation time.

Both C
v

and aT were shown to vary with temperature

with the same activation energy.

Sinha (1982a) went on to show that the occurrence of
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the first crack in uniaxially loaded compressive tests of

ice is strongly correlated with a critical delayed elastic

strain. This has become a widely held criterion for the

inl tiation of first crack, though it does have shortcomings.

It was pointed out by Sanderson and Child (1986) that this

criterion implied an infinitely high initiation stress for

infinitely fast loadings, yet cracks nucleate at high strain

rates. Sunder and Ting (1985) proposed a critical tensile

strain as a new crack initiation criterion. The tensile

strain is developed perpendicular to the compressive stress

through the lateral extension consistent with volume

conservation. Both criteria are critical strain.

It should be emphasized that ice will creep at any

load. For stress levels above .5 MPa cracks in ice will

form when cd reaches a critical level, irrespective of the

applied level of stre~s. For stress levels below .5 MPa the

failure of ice is not accompanied by cracking, but is a

resul t of plastic rupture or collapse.

The cracks that form in ice appear abruptly, are

approximately .6 the grain diameter, scale linearly with

grain size in the range 1.5 to 6 mm, Cole (1986), are

aligned parallE'!l to the direction of maximum compression,

and do not grow longer with further incrl:!ase of load.

Instead more cracks appear Sinha (1982b), leading to

progressive damage of the ice, that is, increased

compliance, and only in the late stages with very high



density do they interact and link up along shear planes. The

peak strength of ice corresponds to crack densities of

approximately one per grain, Kalifa (1989).

This brief overview shows the integral part cracks in

ice play in load determination, and highlight that more

needs to be known about crack growth dynamics.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL

1) The Double Torsion Method

!:II) Three Test Methodologies

It is possible using the Double Torsion geometry to

determine the fracture toughness/crack velocity relationship

wi thout measuring the crack length, or rate of crack growth.

The Kr is independent of crack length and may be calculated

from specimen thickness, width and applied load. The crack

velocity may be derived from the plate compliance as follows

(Evans 1972,1974, Williams and Evans 1973, Outwater et al

1974, Pletka et al 1979, Champomier 1979, Bond et al 1984).

For small deflections y in a rectangUlar bar (one half

the DT geometry) with width W much greater than thickness d

the torsional strain is:

e = y/w
m

.. 6Ta/Wd~G, (3.1)

Timoshenko (1970), where a is the length of the bar (the

crack length), T is the torsional moment - (P/2lwm, P/2 is

the load applied to one bar, and G is the shear modulus ot

the material, see Fig 4.1, pg 84. The viscoelasticity of

ice will be taken into account subsequently.

Eq. 3.1 may be written as;

yIP : 3w~a/Wd>G "" ea. (3.2)

This equation was verified in glass with a compliance



calibration, McKinney and sllith (1973). Williams and Evans

(1973). This gives an accurate prediction of the deflection

of the loaded point as function of the crack length a over

the range .25 .5 a/W .5 .85.

Three methods for obtaining crack growth velocity l13y

be used with the Double Torsion geometry. Evans (1972)

showed the crack velocity tRay be calculated when a constant

displacement, or constant displacement rate is applied.

Outwater (1974) measured the crack growth in glass optically

with a travelling microscope.

i) Differentiating Eq. 3.2;

y=PBa+PBa.
For a fixed displacement y = 0,

v - a - -pa/P.

(J.))

( J.4)

The load relaxation technique is done under fixed grip

conditions to Qeasure high crack velocities. The crack

velocity is calculated frolll the initial crack length a, the

initial load P, and the rate of load relaxation P after

rapid initial loading.

It is possible to obtain a range of velocities from D

single specimen but the precision is reduced with lond

relaxation. The machine relaxation must be measured and

subtracted to obtain the true material relaxation.

If we return to the Eq. 3.2 and assume that Contains a

time dependent Illodulus we obtain;
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(3.5)

=~~~:~~~~~
B = WdJE~ -SE/E (J.G)

w!'ere differentiation is at constant load and crack length.

Sinha ( 1978) states that E for ice is load

independent for a finite time, that is temperature and grain

size dependent. At -10' C it is 10 seconds, and at -45" C

it is 2000 seconds. A load relaxation test cannot be

conducted for longer times for this analysis to be valid.

This will account for changing ice modulus influence on

apparent crack velocity, but it does not account for how the

creep mechanisms interact with ·::rack extension mechanisms.

Returning to Eq. 3.2 with a time dependent compliance;

y = PBa + PBa - PBE/E = 0

a ., -pa/P + EjE

(J.7)

(3.8)

The machine relaxation must also be subtracted from

this measured load relaxation.

ii) The constant displacement rate technique is used

in the intermediate velocity range. Evans (1972) observed a

load plateau during crack propagation, for a constant

crosshead displacement rate.
From Eq. 3.2;

y :: PBa + PBV for P=O,

v = yiPS (3.9)
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where y is the crosshead rate of the testing machine and P

is the constant load developed at that cross head rate.

In the viscoelastic analysis we have;

y = PBa + PBV - PBE/E,

and we obtain for the velocity;

V .. y/PB+ E/E

(3.10)

(J.ll )

The correction term is the same as above, applied in

the oppos i te sense.

Lewis and Karunaratne (1981) have shown it is possible

to obtain three platform loads and hence three points 1n the

K-V diagram in the constant K region •. 25 'f,a/w :5.85. As a

calibration of this compliance correction. the relaxation of

an unnotched specimen should be measured.

iii) At very low velocities a constant load technique

becomes appropriate, as the accuracy of the constant

displacement rate technique also deteriorates at low rates.

A predetermined constant load corresponding to a low

value of the stress intensity factor is applied and the

crack velocity is determined by direct measurement of the

crack tip advance during a predetermined time interval.

With an optical microscope velocities of less than 10.7 m/s

have been measured, and a scanning e19ctron microscope has

made measurements down to 10-.0 mls over twenty-four hours.

In all cases the corresponding XI is calculated from

the load, and specimen geometry, with no crack length
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measurement necessary.

b) Double Torsion Geometry is Constant K tor Constant Load

The derivation of the expression for the stress intensity

factor of thQ double torsion geometry begins with eq.(3.1)

re"rranged as tollows, Williams and Evans (1973), Fuller

(1979) ;

yIP - 3w~a/Wd~G - C

where C is the elastic compliance.

The resistance to crack growth, R, is related to specimen

compliance by,

R - p'12 (dC/dA) (3.13)

where A is the area of the crack, Irwin and Kies (1954).

If the crack shape is independent of crack length;

R - P'/2d (dC/da)

where d is plate thickness in the plane of the crack.

Froll Eq. (J.14) and (3.12) we get;

R - 3P'W'ml 2Wd·G

From Eq. (2.19) and (2.20) we get:

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

where the upperflower signs refer to plane strain and

plane stress respectively.

Eq (3.15) and (3.16) yield;
3

KI - Pwm/d' (---------: )
W{1 ;: 11)_'
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The choice between plane strain or plane stress is

problematic. Fuller (1979) points out that this distinction

is seldom made in ceramics, as has been noted earlier,

Popelar and Kannanin (1985). If the minimulll thickness of

2.5(K
rc

!O'y)' is appropriate for brittle materials, values of

toughness reported in the literature have becn mostly plane

strain.

The plane strain expression has been verified with

three dimensional finite element analysis Trantina (1977),

Tseng and Berry (1979). They show that Eq (3.17) is valid

for 0.1 .:5 a/W .:5 0.8, and recommend that the length of the

specimen be at least three times the crack length, the

thickness to crack length ratio be less than 0.33, and that

the loading points be as close together as is practical.

The stress in the thickness direction is shown to converge

very rapidly to zero, being negligible for distance y (rom

crack front,

y.:5 a.I(L - al, (3.18)

whAre L is the sample length. This stress is very localized

and does not directly decrease to zero but goes first

negative. It would be zero on the free surface of an

uncracked body. This approximation of plane strain, with

non-zero stress gradients, corresponds to accepted practice

for application of plane strain formulations in fracture,

Popelar and Kannanin (1985).

The value of i':r varies slightly along the quarter
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elliptical crack front, but for ratios of the minor to major

axis of the quarter ell ipse less than .15. the plane strain

version of Eq. (J .17) is accurate to at least half the minor

axis. At the full depth of crack (Which does not extend

through the thickness but leaves a small compression hinge)

the K
1

is eighty percent that at the tensile surface.

Williams and Evans (1973), assumed plane stress was

applicable in the original derivation, and calibrated the

compliance expression, though this does not validate the KI
expression. Lewis and Karunaratne (1981) wrongly quote

Trantina (I9?7) as providing justification of this choice.

though Trantinil (1977) shows the plane strain expression is

accurate. Sana (1988) readdresses the question of whether

stress intensity factor is crack length independent, and

concludes that it is, quotes the expression from

Evans (1972). Mai and Atkins (1980) quote Evans (1973).

Pletka et al (1979) provide further guidelines for tho:!

Double Torsion test geometry. The standard size for testing

ceramics is approximately that of a microscope slide, 2 x 25

x 75 mm. A groove is commonly used to guide the growing

crack and maintain symmetry, but this may be accomplished

with a sufficiently thin sample. The thickness should be

less than one twelfth the Width, and the length to width

ratio should be greater than 2. A sample width sufficient

to include a significant number of grains is recolllmended, as

the constant K
1

condi tion may be affected by interactions
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of the propagating crack and the microstructure.

cj Stability of the Double Torsion Geometry

The derivation of crack gro\lth stability conditions

will follow Gurney and Hunt (1967), Gurney and Nqan

(1971),GUrney and Mal (1972), Mal and Atkins (1980).

Consider Eq. (2.5) for two different growth rates, A, and

A,_ Eq 2.5 may be rewritten as Eq (2.6),

d
u' '" -2R/-- (Flu) (J.iS)

dA

Differentiating this with respect to area we obtain:

~3x = A ~~ - ~i2 (t) I ~A (~) (3.19)

For a displacement controlled maChine, du/u > 0, thus;

~ 3~ > ~i,(~) /~;;; (t)· (l.20)

This is the stability criterion for displacement

controlled machines. The left ha.ld side is a statement

about the rate of energy absorption by the material during

crack propagation. The right hand side is a statement about

the rate of energy availability from the testing machine and

test piece. This is referred to by Mai and Atk.ins (1980) us

the geometric stability factor, and they calculated values

for both hard and soft testing for twenty-four different

fracture geometries. The more negative the right hand side,

the more stable the test geometry. A detailed derivation

for the double torsion geometry with finite test machine
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compliance, tested under duju > 0 conditions, will be given.

The double torsion geometry is also stablE::! for dF/F > 0, and

this is not affected by finite compliance, as d'/dA'(F/U,lis

the same as d"/dA'(F/u).

Following Gurney and Hunt (1967), if the testing

machine has linear elastic fleXibility, k, we may write the

total deflection as;

f/u l '" (F/u)/(l + k(F/u»

After some manipulation Eq. (3.20) becomes;

(3.21)

(3.22)

A ~~ > ~i,(~) / ~A (t} - 2k ~A(~) / (1 ... k(F/uJ) (3.23)

As d/dA (FlU) is negative, the stability is decl:"eased

by the flexibi lity of the testing frame.

The expression for Flu for the double torsion geometry

is given in Eq (3.12), and applied to Eq, (3.20) first one

obtains the stability criterion;

~ ~~ > - ~d (3.24)

for crack length a ana thickness d. The right hana side is

always negative, and any instability must be a consequence

of negative dR/aA. This is possible in some materials that

have d lower toughness at higher crack velocity, Mai and

Atkins (1975), or if a blunt starter crack results in a

sillilar effect, Selby and Miller (1975), Mai and Atkins
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(1980). Local heating may result in an instability if the

material has a higher toughness at higher temperature,

Marshall et a1 (1974). Yamini and Young (1980) found in

epoxy resins that those with low yield strength exhibit

unstable slip/stick crack. growth, but those with high yield

strength display stable sub-err tical crack growth.

Inserting Eq. (3.12) into Eq. (3.23), noting F - P;

~ ~~ > - ~d + 1~~~~~a~7a (J.25)

where here B :: WG/3W~.

It is relevant to determine at what value of test

machine compliance the double torsion geometry might become

unstable under du/u > 0 testing condi tians.

setting the right hand side of Eq. (3.25) >

_;l1!:~!!~L~~ > _~
1 + kBd'/a ad

2k( 2Bd'/a - 2Bd'/a ) > 2

This is done by

0, we get;

(3.26)

(3.27)

Eq. 3.27 shows that the double torsion geometry is

stable, regardless of the compliance of the test rig. Any

observed instability of crack. o;;rowth in this configuration

must be a consequence of material instabilities_ Just What

type, may be anticipated by the observation Mal and

Atkins (1975) that a material that demonstrates increasing

fracture toughness and decreasing modulus for decreasing

crosshead , as does ice, has a fracture surface energy that
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decreases for increasing crack velocity.

d) The Effect of the Remote Flow of Ice on the stability

Atkins and Mal (1985) state that, in general, plastic

flow remote from the crack tip of a specimen under load

contributes to the stability of the situation, as it

supplies a further energy sink for any excess strain energy

stored in either the test rig and specimen. Eq. (2.1) maybe

modified with the addi ticn of a t.erm to account for energy

expended in plastic flow remote from the crack tip, and a

term for residual strain energy;

Fdu = dh+ RdA + dr + dAr (3.28)

where the elastic surface energy is the specific work of

fracture in the presence (If extensive flow, l" represents the

energy dis$ipation due to remote plastic flow, and Ar is

residual !:ltrain energy. It is to be emphasized that the

remote plastic flow has nothing to do with the process of

fracture as such, and that values of r depends on specimen

geometry, Shape, and levels of r;train throughout the body.

Eq. (3.36) thus becomes;

(3.29)

for du > O. cf. with the purely elastic case Eq. (3.20). As

in Eq (3.20) the left hand side of Eq. (3.29) is material

dependent, and the right hand side geometry dependent. In

general dr/dA is positive, and stability is improved.
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In the event of crack growth instability. it is

possible t~ deteraine the .agnitude of kinetic energy

invested into the ice, Gurney and Hgan (1971). For the

ratio a/wm ';I 1 used in these tests, and assumed macroscopic

crack velocity of 20 mIs, Parsons et C':.\ (1987). the fracture

surface energy may be exceeded by only two percent.

e) The Effect of Finite Test Frame Compliance on Crack

Growth Length

Equation 3.27 shows that the Double 'l'orsion geometry

is stable regardless of test frame compliance. The

reSUlting crack length is however influenced by any strain

energy stored in the tast frame.

Following- the analysis of Virkar and Johnson (1976),

the deflection at the point of loading due to a drop in lond

dur log crack growth is;

(3.30)

where k is the compliance of the frame, Pc is the critical

load at crack growth initiation, and Pa is the load at

crack arrest. The total deflection is thus;

0t -= 00 + 2k f {Pc - Pal (J.J1)

where 00 is the deflection of the ice sample. From Eq J. 2

the expression for the crack length is obtained:

a = (05
0

+ 2k (P - P ) 1 / (~~:gl
f c a JP1.l'

1I

(J.n)
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f) The Double Torsion Test Apparatus

The test rig was designed to be as stiff as possible

while still being transportable by manpower to a test site

established on the sea ice in Allan Bay, near Resolute Bay

NWT., 74 0 43' 45" N, 95' 04 W. The dimensions of ice

samples to be tested were restricted by considerations of

how thin a double torsion sample might be prepared and

handled. The sample width was chosen so as to include a

approximately ten of the large grains that e>cist in first

year columnar sea ice, and is approximately twelve times the

thickness as recommended by Pletka et a1 (1977). No guiding

grooves were machined into the ice as the samples were very

fragile even without them and difficult to handle without

breaking. The samples were machined to a smooth surface

with a router mounted in a sliding jig, and then the sample

turned over and the opposite face machined. Considerable

care was used to ensure that the thickness was uniform by

running the router up and down the specimen surface in the

direction of crack growth after the initial smoothing

done, to further smooth the surface.

A load frame was designed to test ice samples 4 em.

thick (d = .04m), 50 em. wide (W = .5m), and over a metre

long. The vertical arms of the frame were built of a 5 x

7.6 em steel I beam, and the horizontal of a 15.25 em. deep

by 7.6 em wide steel box beam, see Fig. 4.2. This weighed

eighty pounds, and was judged to be just at the limit of
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what one person could safely move about and set up.

The load was applied by a ball screw actuator driven

through a 20: 1 reduction Boston gear by a controllable

electric motor. The load cell was mounted in series between

the actuator and the ice sample. A LVDT was placed on the

surface of the ice sample as close as possible to the point

of load application. The load and deflection data was

collected in the field on a thermal strip chart recorder.

During the lab tests with the same test rig, an analog tape

recorder was also used.

The compliance of the test frame, including actuator

and load cell was measured to be 2.0 x 10- 7 miN.

g} Precision of Measurement

To calculate the fracture toughness from the Double

Torsion specimen, the applied load, resulting deflection of

the ice I and the geometry must be measured.

A typical load and deflection record are shown in

Fig.4.3. The load cell was calibrated to 257 N/volt , and

the scale of the strip chart recorder was set at 0.1 V/ern.

From the strip chart record the load can be determined to

0.5 mm,or approximately 1 N. Thus load had an accuracy of

;, 1 N.

The LVDT used for collecting deflection was calibrated

to 1.42 x 10·< m/volt. The recorder was set typically to

2V/cm' I and reading this to 0.5 10m precision gives a measure

of the deflection with a precision of ± 13 ,.un.
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The support points were 50.0 em apart, and the load

points were 5.0 em apart.

Ice thickness was measured at least three times along

the resulting crack and the standard deviation was typically

! 0.5 mm, as low as ! 0.1 mm, and at worst t 1.5 mm.

Though the ice crack length was not required for the

calculation of the fracture toughness, it was measured

during a test, and after each crack growth. A metal tape

measure was laid on the ice sample, zero set at the crack

tip as seen from above through the ice, and as the crack

grew its length estimated to the nearest centimeter.

From the plane strain version of Eq. 3.17 the accuracy

of the fracture toughness measurement may be calculated.

The influence on K
IC

is greatest for the thickness.

Following Bevington (1969) the influence on the standard

deviation of the calculated fracture toughness from the load

and thickness variability may be written;

using d = 50 ± .5 mm, P .. 500 ! 1 N, we obtain for a

typical ice toughness K '"' 100 ± .1 kNm->".

The inflnence of test frame compliance on resulting

crack length may be estimated from Eq 3.32. From the system

compliance of 2.0 x 10-? miN, an ice deflection of 1 x 10-'

minimum, a drop in load during crack growth of 100 N
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typical, the contribution to crack length from the test

frame is still an order of magnitude less than the measured

values. Less than ten percent of the crack growth length is

caused by the finite compliance of the test frame.

h) Design Shortcomings

As the Double Torsion specimen has previously been

used on ceramics in much smaller proportions, about the size

of a microscope slide, most problems arose in these tests

because of the larger size of sample needed for ice. The

large ice sample size was chosen because grain size in sea

ice is typically 5-10 em, and thus to ensure enough grains

were included in the sample to consider it multi grain.

Machining an ice sample .05m x .SSm x 105m to an

acceptable level of uniformity of thickness is difficult,

and as the above analysis shows, very important. The design

of router and jig designed for this task was operationally

satisfactory and reliable, and this has great, perhaps

overriding, importance in the context of an expensive field

trip, conducted under the harshest imaginable conditions for

equipment and researchers. Further design work could

conceivably result in an apparatus that would give better

uniformity of specimen thickness.

Ironically perhaps, future field work might best be

conducted in a cold room. The single most important

variable beyond the control of the experimenter working on

the frozen ocean is ice temperature. The field experiments
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extended over the four weeKs of the spring when the

temperature is still low, and the sun shining. The

temperatures change rapidly this time of year. Testing done

in a portable cold room would eliminate the temperature

variable, and make field results more uniform. It would

also eliminate lost time due to extreme weather when it is

impossible to work on the ice.

i) Laboratory Tests

The wet seed technique was used to grow ice in the

cold room. A large tank of water was allowed to freeze

at-2o
G

C and form ice on the surface. Periodically this was

broken and the tank mixed to ensure uniform cooling. Then

the ice was broken and removed from the tank, any loose

fragments skimmed off, the fans in the cold room shut off,

and seeding begun. The room was filled with a fine ice fog

generated with hot water sprayed through a fine nozzle.

When the fine water aerosol came into contact with the cold

air, small ice crystals formed and fell to the ice surface.

These crystals acted as seed sites, and because they were

uni formly and densely spread across the surface, prevented

large frazil ice crystals from growing. From this finO:'!

grain surface layer a fine grain columnar ice grew.

The tank the ice sheets were grown in was . SSm wide,

producing a sample just wide enough for testing in the

dOUble torsion load frame, when it could be removed from the

tank without fracture. It was possible to grow a 4-5 em
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thick sheet in a twenty-four hour period. These were then

temper~ture saturated for at least 24 hours before testing.

The ice was freshwater, fine grained, with density of

approximately 900 kg/m'. The grain size at the bottom of

the sheet was 5-8 mm.

The samples grown in the cold room were not machined with

the router j 19 used to prepare samples in the field.

number of baffles were erected around the tank to ensure

that the circulation created in the cold room by the

refrigeration fans did not cause uneven ice growth. These

samples proved to be as parallel sided as could be prepared

wi th the router jig. The single largest problem in this

pt.:::lcedure was removing the ice sample from t:he tank without

fracturing it or SUbsequently dropping it, as it was

initially wet. Immediately upon r<2moval it was scraped with

a flat edge to remove any slush or loose ice that might

freeze to it. A redesign of the small tank, with at least

one interior wall that could be moved back from the ice,

would greatly reduce the labour and uncertainty of ice

sample production. Some weeks all four attempts to

the ice sample without breaking it were unsuccessful.
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CHAPTER 4

LABORATORY TESTS WITH FRESHWATER ICE

1) Results

A schematic representation of the Double Torsion

geometry is given in Fig. 4.1. Fig. 4.2 shows a schematic

of the test set-up, and Fig. 4.3 is a sample load and

deflection record.

Thirty-eight samples were successfully prepared and

tested, the results for thirty-six are presented in Table

4.1. Two other samples were prepared and tested with

deadweight loading, but these produced no results as they

were not loaded to breaking. These were done to determine

very low crack growth rates at a constant suberi tical

applied stress intensity factor. One was loaded at 25

kNm-~I2, which is the lowest fracture toughness of ice

reported in the literature, and a second sample was loaded

at 40 kNm-~/2. In both cases the load was left on for five

days with less tham I mill of crack growth resulting. This

placed an upper bound ¢n ally sUb-critical crack growth that

may have taken place at approximately 1 x 10'· m/s.

There was no sub-critical crack growth observed in the

freshwater ice tested: in every instance the crack grew in

what is referred to as the slip/stick manner by Mai and

Atkins (1980). A threshold had to be surpassed before

crack growth took place, and the growth was abrupt. In some

cases the crack arrested in the sample and it was possible
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to determine the arrest stress intensity factor as well

the critical stress intensity factor frolll the load record.

With a tape measure on .the surface of the ice the resulting

crack jump lengi:.h was measured to the nearest centimeter.

Fifty-nine fracture toughness ....alues were obtained, and

twenty-six values far the arrest stress intensity factor.

The results are presented in Table 4.1, and include time to

f lrst crack growth. This was used to calculate the load

rate, determined simply by diViding K1c at first crack

growth by this time of loading. This was not done for

subsequent initiation events that followed an arrest. The

exact stress history for the material the crack has arrested

in is unknown, and neither the time to failure or stress

rate prior to initiation is meaningful.

All tests were done at nominally constant crosshead

rate, with reSUlting loading rates from 0.7 to 85

kNm-'/·s·'. Fig 4.4 shows the fracture toughness, and Fig

4.5 the arrest stress intensity factors.

Photo 4.1 shows a thin section of the columnar grains

seen through crossed polarized lenses, Photo 4.2 shows tho

top layer grain size, and Photo 4.3 shows the grain 51::e on

the bottom layer.

The results of 61 toughness measurements were:

K
1C

= 123 ± 37 kNm-''': (4.1)

and for 25 arrest stress intensity factor measurements;

KIa = 89 :!: 14 kNrn-"', (4.2)
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with the histograms of the results in Fig. 4.1, 4.2.

For the thirty-six first crack events:
K

IC
= 112 ± a.nt, r' ,.,. .45, (4.3)

RIC"" 130 i<-o

Compare with;

RIC = 188 i<-o.", 6.0 < i< < 100 kNm~J12s-'

Timeo and Frederking (1986), with no correlation coefficient

given: and;
Krc = 216 K-"·' 1, 0.1 < i< < lO~kNm-'''s-lUrabe and

Yoshitake (1981b). (also with no correlation coefficient),

for similar ice.

Timeo and Frederking (1986) found;

RIC = 97 e·u
; compared to;

RIC •• 82 to. ., ; r' = .14, 1.6 < t < 254 5, for

this data. The linear fit presented here, Eq 4.3, is better

than the exponential fit, with r' a .45, compared to .14 for

the exponential fit used by previous authors.

A least squares fit to the dependence of the distance

the crack grew in each event on the decrease in the stress

intensity factor gives for the twenty-six points obtained

from the freshwater ice;

jump length (em) '" 4.1cm + .85 I1Kr ; e = .47, (4.4)

where bK is in kNm-'I>. Forty-seven percent of the

variation in crack jump length is due to the change in

applied stress intensity factor during the growth.

There was no significant correlation, less than

five percent, of crack jump length with time to event.
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2} Discussion

No sub critical crack growth was observed in the fine

grained freshwater columnar grained ice, either under

deadweight loading of five days duration, or in the load

range .7 to 85 kNII-Jl~s·'. Loading rates were not extended

in the lower direction, except for the five day duration

tests, as it was clear that arrest was more unlikely after

long time to crack in1tiation.

Though the difference in the magnitude between the

average critical and arrest stress intensity factors is not

great, in every instance once a crack had arrested, the load

had to be increased to cause further cre.ek growth.

Because of the sensitivity of the tracture toughness

algorithm to thickness, sllall increases in thickness Dight

be suspected for the instability that precedes each crack

growth event, or for arresting the crack growth. While it

is true that a crack being forced into a slightly thicker

region would grow unstably once it began, it seells unlikely

that this could have been the case for every crack growth

event observed. The influence of small thickness

irregularities on arrest however, cannot be ruled out.

Because of the long time to failures in these tests

the question arises as to whether LEFM is still valid at

crack initiation. The two criteria that must be satisfied

ar~ that 1) the crack tip be sharp, and 2) the plastic and

creep zones are allal1 compared to relevant test specimen
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Though this was discussed in detail in Chapter 2 it

Ilust be pointed out that, on purely theoretical grounds,

sOllie uncertainty rellains, especiallY with respect to the

saa11 scale yielding (ssy) criterion. The sharp crack tip

condition would seelll to be adequately fulfilled based on the

experimental results of Cole (1986), who found that cracks

do not change their dimensions appreciably through healing

or closure for D day, if open to the air as they are in this

experiment. In the light of thi.s and the theorettcal

arguments in Chapter 2 the time from crack tip creation to

initiation will not compromise the sharpness of the crack.

The slla11 scale yielding conditions given in Eq 2.21

and 2.22 require the yield strength of ice to make a

calculation. There have as yet been no claims made in the

literature as to what the fracture-free strength of ice is.

All tests conducted at a stress greater than .75 MPa are

accoJipanied by cracking. This indicates that the yield

strength is still greater than the fracture strength, even

in the high strength tests under tri-axial constraint of

Jones (1982), where 24 MPa was reported under confining

pressure of 35 HPa.

'rhts is not surprising given the low fracture energy

of ice. Nothing can be said with certainty about the

application of the algorithms of Eq 2.21 and 2.22 to ice to

determine relevant .inimulll fracture specimen size. Any
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decision about whether or not ssy criterion is met will have

to be based on other considerations, such as a comparison of

the toughness obtained from these tests with other high

rate, large specimen tests that appear to have fulfilled the

ssy criterion.

other authors have used the algorithm of Riedel and

Rice (1980) given in Eq 2.24 to calculate a time dependent

size of the creep zane. Instead of attempting to exactly

evaluate Eq 2.24, as it is nonlinear and would require a

numerical computation, it is it.structive to look for

evidence that indicates the creep zone size has grown to

unacceptable size. In particular, the fracture toughness

values obtained would be untypically high. The fracture

criteria one should then use is the J or C* integral.

As mentioned in Chapter 2 a single comparison of

toughness obtained from J and K1c calculations was found to

be identical, Urabe and 'foshitake (198lb), down to a rate of

The value obtained was 250 kNm-'12
,

implying a loading time of 500 seconds. This indicates that

for their sample geometry the size of the creep zone was not

of significant size as to invalidate LEFM and require use of

the J or C· integrals. Their specimen size is large, 20 x

40 )( 160 em, with 8 cm prepared crack length. The smallest

relevant dimensions are thus 40 - 8 = 32 cm as the ligament

length and 20 as the sample thickness.

The algorithm of Riedel and Rice (1980) assume a step
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function application of the loading, and in this

predicts a maximum value for the creep radius of 6 em at the

end of 500 seconds of loading when initiation occurs. This

is most certainly greater than 1/50th either of the relevant

specimen sizes, the maximum size empirically chosen as that

permissible for LEFM to hold.

There are a number of possible interpretations of

this. The first is that an exact numerical calculation of

Eq 2.24 is required, as the approximation that the load is

applied as a step function appears to be too conservative.

This would conceivably reduce the calculated creep radius

to less than 1/50 th of 20 em.

Nixon and Schulson (1986a) showed that the algorithm

is not very sensitive to n , so a choice of n = 5 for the

high stress region is not critical.

It may be that the size of the creep radius, even

if accurately given by Eq 2.24 is not so relevant, because

what it implies is that one then must use the C· integral to

obtain a fracture criterion. The c· must be evaluated while

the crack is extending in a slow stable manner, and this is

something that ice has not been observed to do. Without

a value for C· it is not possible to calculate the

transition time from Eq 2.25.

The agreement of the J and Krc obtained by Urabe and

Yoshitake (198lb) indicates that LEFM is fulfilled, yet the

application of Eq 2.24 indicates that it is violated.
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Application of Eq 2.24 to the Double Torsion geometry

gives a minimum load rate of 37 kNm-J/'s-' to ensure that

the creep zone size does not exceed .04/50 mI where .04 m is

the sample thickness, for toughness of 100 kNm·~/~. Eq

2.24 predicts that any test that last longer than

approximately 3 seconds will violate LEFM.

The load-displacement curves of a number of tests arE::

shown in fig 4.6 to 4.14. They do indeed lool{ highly

non-linear, as ice will creep at any applied load. Also

there are a number of load dropg in the curves that would

indicate that crack extension had occurred, when none was

observed. It is not at all clear what these load drops are

associated with, but Dempsey (1988) observed similar

behaviour and postUlated it may be due to grain boundary

sliding. In the cases of crack extension, however, it is

possible to estimate J from the energy invested into the ice

during crack extension and the approximate area of crack

created. As the crack area so created is quarter elliptical

only approximate estimate may be made. The

correspondence between K as calculated from the LEFM

algorithm, and as calculated from J is good.

Also comparison with results of Parsons and

Snellen (1985) obtained from compact tension samples of

minimum dimensions 50 x 50 X 50 em failed in less than 5

seconds indicate that Eq 2.24 may not be relevant to a

material that does not exhibit creep crack growth.
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It can only be concluded that although the creep zone

size may be large this is not relevant as the crack does not

grow due to creep effects. As for the plastic zone radius,

for which the calculation of which is ne-:ci the ice yield

strength, it appears that in no instance is the ice yielding

significantly before fracturing, thus driVing up the

apparent fracture toughness.

The non-zero strain fields perpendicular to the surface

of the Double Torsion sample found in the finite element

formulations of Trantlna (1977) would tend to reduce the

sample thickness. If this effect was significant the crack

would be growing into a region of grel"lter thickness, and

this would tend to stabilize the crack growth. No stable

crack growth was observed and there is no indication that

the plane strain criteria was violated..

A detailed discussion to whether the observed

for the

instabili ty in each crack growth initiation was due to the

prepared crack tip blunting prior to crack growth will be

deferred to Chap. 6, where the fundamental

slip/stick type of crack growth will be discussed.

At zero time to failure the critical stress intensity

factor is 112 kNm-)!>, slightly lower than the average

stress intensity factor. In Chap. 6 it will be proposed

that the arrest stress intensity factor is the creep free

fracture toughness.

In previous sample geometrie!; used on ice, only one



value of the fracture toughness was obtained from each

sample. In the Double Torsion geometry a number of results

were obtained over a short distance in the ice. For

example, Sample 2 shows that in 20 cm the fracture toughness

varied from 91 down to 75 and back up to 97 kNm->t·. The

results in Table 4.1 show significant variation of the

fracture toughness over short distances.

Though there statistically significant

correlation between resulting crack length and time- to

event, the results in Table 4.1 show that any crack

initiated in the freshwater ice after 72 seconds of

illcreasing load, i<r lower than 1... kNm->t·s ·', did not have

suff icient sample length to arrest in. Experience showed to

obtain arrest, the cross-head rate and thus loading rate

should be high. This served to both reduce instability in

in the material, and the amount of strain energy stored

in the test frame. From Eq. 3.32 it is clear the less the

drop in load during crack growth, the lower the contribution

of machine stored energy to crack length in absolute terms.

A number of samples broke to the side instead of down the

centre of the specimen. Though great care was invested in

creating flat parallel sided samples, the smallest

eccentricity could cause the crack to grow to one side.

Despite this, no samples were prepared with guiding groove!:;

milled down the centre of the sample, for the reason given

previously, that these long, wide, thin sheets of Slippery



ice were fragile ;;r,nd heavy enough that a great number

broken in preparation, without the grooves.

78
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TABLE 4.1

FINE GRAINED COLUMNAR FRESHWATER ICE RESULTS

I W Pi KIe
Time Krc p. KIa

N kNm-Jl~ s kNm->I's-< " kNm-'''m GP.

1 .51 .0507 .224 560 137 30.5 4.5 490 120 .31 -

696 170 50 11 .63' -

2 51 .0573 .262 475 91 J3 2.7 J92 75 .08 -
401 77 J4 J76 72 .07

J91 75 J5 J66 70 .05

510 97 47 .29'

J .518 .0567 .260 545 107 56 1.9 472 87 .51

716 141 12J .58' -

4 .515 .049 .250 971 255 144 1.8 .89" -

5 .515 .055 .255 495 10J 110 .94 .71'

6 .515 .0584 .215 975 180 180 1.0 .84' -

7 .515 .0486 .245 5J4 15J 25 6.1 .80' -



00

I " Pi K'e Time Krc Pa K,a

N kHII'~" S kNII.-·"s·' N kNIII··"m GPa

0 . 515 .0450 .22 JI' •• 19.5 5.' 263 82 .2' -
332 '03 24 JI3 97 .02 -
40' '24 30 .59' -

• . 515 .0520 .021 498 116 22 5.3 420 97.8 .12 -
423 98.5 23 386 89.a .08 -
460 '07 26 370 86.2 .17 -
5.5 13. 40 .31' -

'0 .515 .0541 .28 7'4 '67 '0' 1.65 .82' -

II .515 .0561 .34 672 '34 4. 2.7 453 90.4 .32 -
50. '02 55 472 93.6 7

490 97 58 434 86.0 .20 -
471 93 64 .)8' -

12 .520 .0550 .266 831 173 123 1.4 .84' -

13 .52 .0536 .255 493 112 62 1.8 34. 79.) .23 -
568 12. " .54' -
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, w Pi K,c Time RIC P
a KIa

N kNm->/' s kNm"'''s-' N kNm-'/'m GP.

14 .520 .0527 .409 797 181 254 .71 .35' -

15 .520 .0495 .280 413 106 70 1.5 J22 8J .21 -
588 151 121 .59' -

16 .520 .0472 .278 J75 106 56 1.9 337 95 .08 -
J50 98.6 60 322 90.6 .05 -
329 92.4 62 322 90.6 .02 -
34J 96.5 72 340 95.6 .OJ -
481 "6 110 .53' -

17 .520 .0582 .335 "8 80.5 57 1.4 J8, 71 .10 -
719 133 102 .69' -

18 .520 .0485 .249 619 166 232 0.7 .45' 0.60

19 .510 .0460 .247 500 149 68 2.2 .86' 1.97

20 .510 .0560 .221 625 126 5.6 22.5 .65' 6.86

21 .510 .0583 .327 488 90 15.2 5.9 .47' 1.7



02

# " Pi KIe Time RIc Pa KIa

N kNm-'o s kNm"3/,s" N kNm-"'m GPa

23 .520 .0560 .291 344 69 1.8 38.3 .45' -

24 .520 .0525 .255 519 115 29.7 J .9 .42' 11. 6

25 .515 .0553 .255 525 132 15.6 8.5 .65' -

27 .515 .537 .208 1018 222 28.4 7.8 .82' 2.86

28 .510 .0515 .32 413 98 12 8.2 375 8' .34 7.52

406 96.5 18 .60'

29 .515 .0525 .32 638 146 21 6.9 .84' 4.35

30 .515 .0481 .291 812 221 4.25 52.0 .53' -

J1 .520 .0574 .295 356 68 0.8 85 .56' -

32 .510 .0566 .280 537 106 75 6.8 .48' -

33 .510 .0522 .255 500 116 4' 2.1 .60' 4.3



8J

, w Pi KIc Time K
1C

Pa KIa

N kNm->I2 s kNm->'·s·' N kNm-"'m GPa

34 .510 .0539 .296 3aa a4 52 1.. 312 67.8 .23 4.0

45. ?8.6 52 .40' -

35 .505 .0518 .266 512 120 IS a.1 35. 83.6 .42 3.3

450 lOG 20 .19" -

3• . 520 .0497 .239 41. 107 !;.B 18.4 3.7 101.2 .0' 5.4

531 ::.36 9.0 .40' -

J7 .520 .0464 .255 431 126 29 4.3 40. 11' .08 7.0

437 128 30 .07

J8 .520 .0396 .330 300 120 JJ 3 •• .80' -



Fig4.!

..

Schemltlc rlpt.sontatiOfl of thedoubletorslonlllSlconflgur.tlon



BALL SCREW ACTUATOR
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Fig 4.2 Schematic of Test Apparatus for the Field
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F_ GRAIlED COl.-AR F__TER ICE (·ZO·C)
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Figure 4.~
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fig. 4.6 Load Displacement Record, I 19, 68 seconds

/
,/

./

/
8
~.~.",,;:::L~=:::::l.~D;:------'>"'.50""------;~."-.. ----,..j.. (}lJ

disp!o:.eDent f-..tres n,lOIl -"1
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Pig. 4.7 LOad Displacement Record, I 20, 5.6 seconds at peak

2,1)0o.~ 1.00 J.~
.j;~F·J.;>;C".e,-.t (~tl·~D'>(IOH -ol

g
t----,...".,----~--~-----.j



"
Fig. 4.8 Load Displacement Record. , 21, 15 seconds

1Il~---------------

~O.-I;"'';'.. ==------:-O.'7"=-.. ----,-.~''''-----,-.2!i- ..-----!3.0.)
di~I..:>;:e~r,1 l~tr"'~",lOj'l -'1



fig. 4.9 Load Displacemer,t Record, 128, 18 seconds

.,,-----/-:::T/"\---------,
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/ ...~

000 0.':".':. 1.1(- 1.t,':",
[,ISPlAC(I'{NT I~TR(S)IOH -'I



Fig. 4.10 Load Displacement Record, 1/ )0, 4.25 seconds

-,

".
."J

0.00

~
+L---~---~---~_L--I
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Fig. 4.11. Load Displacement Record, I 31,0.8 seconds

~ /
/

I

6.00(\.00

8
>-:---~----::-r:---~"..---~



Fig. 4.12 Load Displacelllent Record, I 32, 75 seconds

8

~/
0.00 O.~ O.W O.W

djs~loXelllCl',t 1~lres. H.lOH -:;
l.:'v
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Fig. 4.1.3 Load Ob;placement Record, I 35, 20 seconds

<;
0-l'--- ~-_-_-_----~----___.j
0.00 J,SO 3.00 '1.':.0

di~~.la~elller.1 (mell-e~I~H) •• -of



Fig. 4.14 Load Displacement Record, 136, 9.0 seconds
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CHAPTER 5

PIELD TESTS WITH SEA ICE

1) Results

Thirty-one samples were successfully prepared from the

first year sea ice found in ;,llan Bay NWT, (74- 43' 45"N,

95" 04'W) near Resolute Bay. As in the laboratory tests,

one was used for deadweight loading nt 40 kNm-H~ and no

sUbcritical, slow crack growth was observed. The larger

..ore complicated microstructure was more likely to arL"est a

growing crack and thus more reSUlts were obtained, from

fewer samples.

toughness gave;

Eighty measurements of the fracture

RIC· 112 :!: 37 kNJl-"~.

Sixty one measurements of the arrest stress

intensity factor gave:

K
IC

• 91:!: 28 kNlIl-·/·.

The histograms are presented in Fig 5.1. 5.2. and the

data is in Table 5.1.

The time dependence of the first K
IC

obtained for

each of the thirty samples was;

RIC" 89.4 + .025t; r~ =.44, or

K1c • 99.5 i<I~o.",~; e s: .28,0.06 < *IC< 44

kNm-·jJs-'. Similarly;

K1c • 62.8to.,o, r' = 40,4 < t < 34205.
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parsons et a1 (1.986) report the toughness of sea ice

trom the sa.e site two years earlier, for this cL"ack

orientation as 158 ± 26.5 kN.·'" , 26 < Krc < 85

kNm-~/'s-', crack aligned perpendicular to preferred

c-axis, 151.3 :!: 59.7 kNm-~IJ, 2.4 < K
I

< 69 kNII·"'S·',

crack aligned parallel to preferred c-8lo:is orientation,

and 166.3 ± 67 kNm-~", 23 < RIc < 125 kNIlI"J12S", for

crack 45" to the preferred c-axis orientation. The

influence of any preferred c-axis orientation is not

significant to a radial crack.

The values from the double torsion tests compare well

wi th the lab ice, with the average toughness being slightly

lOli"er (though with the same standard deviation). as ice

temperature was lower in the field tests.

The much longer loading times might be expected to

create very large creep zones, or plane stress conditions,

and thus larger apparent critical stress intensity factors.

This has been discussed in Chapters 2, and 4 and \fill be

reviewed again in Chapter 6, but comparison with results of

Parsons et a1 (1985, 1986) indicate LEFH not

compromised.

The arrest stress intensity factor is approl1imately

that of the lab grown ice, with twice the standard

deviation. The toughness predicted at zero time to crack
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growth is approximately the arrest stress intensity factor,

with the same percent of the variability attributable to

variation in time to event. This data covers 3420 seconds,

compared to 72 seconds in the lab tests.

A least squares ii t of the distance the crack grew in

each event versus the drop in the stress intensity factor

gives;

jump length (em) :.= 8.35 + .43 11K; r':.= .25,

where /l.K is in kNm·"'.

A number of load deflection curves are presented in

Fig 5.3 to Fig 5.18. These are for much longer loading times

than the ft'eshwater experiments and are noteworthy for a

number of things. The load displacement records seen without

visual observation of U,e prepared crack in the sample would

indicate that there had been a great number of crack

extension events. The load is relaxed and it would seem this

could only be due to crack growth. There was however no

crack growth observed.

Dempsey (1988) has suggested a possible explanation

for this phenomena, which was also reported in his work. It

may be that large grain boundary sliding events

responsible for the relaxation.

It is also possible that cracks are nucleated away

frail the prepared crack tip, and in some cases cracking was

heard but no cracks could be seen anywhere. The most likely
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site for such activity would be under the loading points.

comparison of the load displacement records with the data in

Table 5.1 indicates where macroscopic crack growth of the

prepared crack was observed and measured.

2) Sea Ice Properties

All samples were prepared from blocks of sea ice

0.75m wide, 1.3m long and 1.5m deep cut from the surface of

the 2.1m thick ice and pushed into its side, Photo 5.l.

From the bottom of this block sheets of ice .1! 6 cm thick

were sliced with a chain saw, Photo 5.2. These were then

trimmed to a width of . SSm and placed on a table designed to

accept a router guide. A router then was used to prepare

the sample to a uniform thickness, Photo 5.3. All samples

had a similar orientation, the horizontal face parallel to

the original ice surface.

The specimens had a salinity of approximately 3 ppt,

typical of first year sea ice. Grain size was typically 5

to 10 em, Photos 5.4 -7. Because of surface cracks in the

2.1 metre thick sea ice cover, all samples had to be

prepared from ice taken from at least half a metre below the

surface. At this depth the ice was at a higher temperature

than the precipitation point of -22.9"C of NaCl·2H
2
0. The

plane below which this salt has not precipitated was clearly
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visible, ice below it is quite clear, and above it cloudy.

Photo 5.7. The top layer of cloudy ice was considerably

cracked and it was i.mpossible to make a sample from it,

Photo 5.1. Some of these surface cracks extended deeper

than half a metre and a few specimens were prepared that had

large conspicuous cracks in them. During a test these

cracks did not obviously interact with the growth of the

prepared crack, Photo 5.8. The ice contained significant

concentrations of brine drainage channels, each individual

channel approximately Imm in diameter. occurring in clusters

approximately 10 em in diameter, Photo 5.9. A sample

prepared near the ice surface from the spring 1988 trip to

the same area is shown in Photos 5.4 to 5.9, showing the

large scale structure of the brine drainage system.

3) Discussion

As in the freshwater ice tested in the lab, no

subcritical slow crac).: growth was observed. But unlike the

lab grown ice, more than one crack extension event occurred

in all specimens except one. C):acks that were loaded for as

long as an hour, with monotonically increasing load,

arrested in the sample after abrupt growth. This is to be

contrasted with the fine grained freshwater ice, where any

crack growth that occurred after 72 seconds of loading had

insufficient sample length to arrest in.
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The coarser, more complicat<:!d microstructure of the

ice was more capable of arresting a growing crack than

the fine grained freshwater columnar ice. Grain boundaries

were not significant crack arrest structures, as most cracks

appeared to arrest within a grain. It may be that

unfavourably oriented grains that presented regions of

greater toughness required some distance to exert their

arresting influence. It was quite clear however, that brine

channels were significant arrest s:'tes, with crack growth

arrested in clusters of such channels.

The temperature of the samples p:..~parod and tested

over a four week period on the sea ice in Allan Bay varied

considerably. During April at this latitude the number of

daylight hours changes rapidly, and daytime temperature

increased from -3S~C to -lS·C during the course of the field

trip. Future field tests might be best conducte.l in a

portable cold room to provide constant test temperature.

The sensitivity of the Double Torsion measure of

fracture toughness to small thickness variations has already

been mentioned. The necessity for large samples, both to

inclUde significant number of grains, and to supply adequate

sample length for arrest, impose logistical difficulty in

ensuring thickness uniformity. With care and experience,

however, a sample could be prepared with the router jig that
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had a thickness which when measured at four points along an

80 em crack path, had a standard deviation as low as .Srnm.

This implies an uncertainty of 1 kNm·31~in the toughness

measurementi an acceptable level of precision.



Fig. 5.) Load Displacement Record, I 3, 3744 seconds
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Fig_ 5.4 Load oisplaceftlent Record, I 8, 2880 seconds

~
1----.-~---~---~---___4

0.00 0.3';0 0.7$ 1.16
['ISFt.ACOENl ItETJ;;£SIXIOu -:;
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Fig. 5.S Load Displacement Record, I 9, 2836 seconds

8.l------:-'::-------;:C.C,~:-----;-L';":,----,;:'.',.'
0.00 0."1:· (,j!;j:'lflCEr-f.:1l1 t/1:TF.-ESIl;jO" _.,
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Fig. 5.6 Load Displacellent Record. I 13. 800 seconds at peak.

followed by load on broken sample.

(l,'5'5 1.10 1.'35
di'if.lo.:~'II<:'r.t frn-ett'e£IXIO.·' -3
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Fig. 5.7 Load Displacement Record, # IS, 548 seconds

r,...;

8
~-I-.OO-----O~.'-5----0~.90~------:-1.::3'-.---~1.

(iISFLACf.!''(tJl 1~[TRE5 ,XlOl' -:;
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Fig. 5.8 Load Displacement Record, I 16, 478 seconds

~I--------'----------~--
i _----r--~

/\(1
/

8

0.00 c.OO ".00 ';.. 00
['ISFLA(Et'ENl lI'-[TF:ES1)(101. -'I



Fig. 5.9 Load Dis 1p acement Record, I 17, 143 seconds

;,I-------~

112

0.00
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Fig. 5.10 Load Displacement Record, I 18, 807 seconds

1.00 2.00 5.00
dis,F-l.xemer,t (lMke'$)XIO~'" -3

113

-1.00
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Fig. 5.11 Load Displacement Record, # 21\, SO seconds

~'----------.J-//-----;;'I,-,

,
.',

/
)
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Fig. 5.12 Load Displacement Record, I 25, 70 seconds

~.j.I-----O.~3'-'-------:O:-'.-:;:"'----~,"";.1-;-3----_;_1J..
0.00 dji;F'!OCemer,1 (lI~tr-e~I)'.lOH. -3
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Fig. 5.13 Load Displacement Record, , 26, 127 seconds

0.00

8-1-__~~__....,.....,,----__.,...,..,..__~
0.3:3 0.75 J.13 J.",Ij

disoF·lv.:.emer,t (metr~sIXIOlj -:.
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Fig. 5.14 Load Displacement Record, I )0, 10 seconds

s.oo1.3 C.SO 3-.'7:.
di<;~·I.x ...~,t C~tresl)JOj. -.,

O.{)('

/)1/

t--'~
/

(
(

~/

~."'.
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Pig. 5.14 Load Displacement Record, I 31, 22 seconds

8
~.-I:oo:------'-I."!:~~:-----'-3.~OO--'-----;~.","'.----~.:..VJ

,::H'f,}o.:.ernent (m.eke~l):lO'·~ -'1
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TABLE 5.1

LARGE GRAINED COLUMNAR SEA ICE RESULTS

, W Pi KIe Time 'I P
a KIa Temp

N kNm~3/," s kNm"3,,,·s-' N kNrn->!'m GPo oC

> ,540 .0517 .302 670 155 lOBO .H 636 >47 .02 .53 -18

600 139 1500 600 D. .80·

2 .530 .0505 .27 50) 122 '80 .25 48' U8 .65 -16

BO) 195 1808 .38'

3 .540 .0425 .21 326 110 2368 .5 238 eo .27 .J8 -16

29198 3436 22' 7'1 .20

307 103 3744 .12"

.540 .0481 .206 388 103 870 .12 300 80 .20 .3. -19

335 89 1120 296 78 .>5

344 91 1304 .32"

6 .56 .0649 .203 794 113 1910 .06 .32' .25 -19

.52 .0452 .31 652 199 3420 .06 617 >88 ? ., -23

847258 4360 .49'
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, w
> 'Ie Time 'I Pa KIa Temp

N kNm'~/a s kNm'>I~s" kNm"om GPa .c

8 .520 .075 .3' 1129 125 1660 .08 1094 121 ? 1.11 -20

1349 149 2880 .71' -

.530 .0477 .265 530 144 1650 .09 372 101 .18 .39 -18

530 144 2836 .355 -

10 .535 .0687 .305 670 88 44 -19

85S 112 282 758 " .41 -
785 103 368 .50'

11.54 .0702 .28 634 79 64 1.2 614 76 .02 .87 -16

917 114 186 670 83 .40

720 89 236 706 '7

882 109 28. 882 10' .10

952 118 340 .40'

12 .520 ,0596 .275 485 85 60 1.. 459 .0 -21

617 108 120 590 103

679 119 208 619 11' ?

741 130 256 741 130 ?
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I w , K,C Time " Pa K'a Temp

N kNIll-'" s kNm-'!'s-' kNm->/'m GPa .c

13 .535 .0652 .31 485 70 228 .31 335 48 .30 .5 -21

494 71 SOO 459 66

14 .520 .0407 .24 224 84 180 .4" 215 81 .04 . 91 -2~

'58 '" 460 J07 115 .17 -

15 .530 .0454 .'4 264 7' 68 1.2 247 74 .15 .92 -21

'5' 105 116 JJ2 98 .07 -
494 148 452 '70 111

450 135 498 423 127 .15 -
423 127 548 .55' -

16 .525 .0465 .27 335 96 17 5.7 273 78 .1J .92 -20

17 .535 .0441 .275 )09 98 26 '.2 265 84 .12 1.96-1.9

J09 98 JJ 282 89 .10 -
41. 1J1 60 )80 120 .15 -

49. 156 14) .23' -



12.

, W
1

K
ic Tillie "I Pa KIa Telllp

N kNm-~" 5 kNlD:"~s-' kNlI-Jl'"m GPa .c

18 .520 .030 .23 141 98 •• 1.1 1)7 96 1.)7-19

176 123 124 ISO lOS .20 -
182 ].27 '" ISS 109 -
309 215 .07 .77' -

19 .52 .032 .20 256 156 ". 1.02 .<15' - -20

20 .520 .0373 .24 261 115 22 5.2 212 93 .10 - -17

31' 13. 70 212 93 .351 -

310 136 ". .50' -

21 .54 .0426 .255 230 7. 22 3.5 194 66 .10 - -16

JS3 120 .. 220 75 .835'-

22 .52 .037 .26 176 80 J4 2.' 106 .. .20 5.5 -16

176 80 " 123 56 .05 -
176 80 77 '" 64 .15 -
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I w d 'i K'e Time "
,. K,. Temp

N kNl'il->'~ , kNm">/2s -' xNm- 3 !>m GP. oC

" .520 .048 .30 273 74 '.2 -16

)44 93 31 247 67

326 as )4 273 74 .20 1.27-

)17 B6 36 .15' -

24 .54 .046 .265 388 112 29 3.9 335 '7 .05 .65 -16

547 158 77 459 132 .26'

25 .540 .044 .23 282 B9 36 2.4 247 7B .08 .77 -14

26 .540 .045 • 29~, 291 as 20 4.3 264 80 .10 3.2 -14

370 112 30 317 96 .10 -

27 .540 .0302 .22 176 116 17 6.9 124 81 .10 1.5 -17

194 128 32 176 116 .14

229 151 51 185 122 .09

28 .54 .0393 .235 282 112 5.5 20.7 238 94.5 - .99 -15

326 12' 13.R 273 109

361 143 16.2 1.02' - -



1]0

I w Pi K
'e

Time 'I P
a K'a 'l'emp

N kNm->t~ s kNm->"s-' kNm~>"m GPa ·c

29 .535 .0572 .24 512 96.3 6.8 14 .2 459 86.3 .25 J.O -15

556 104 450 86.6 .48' -

30 .54 .0571 .22 397 41 2.8 14.7 352 36.5 - -17

529 55 459 43.6 .25 -
706 73 .82' -

31 .535 .0564 .33 308 41 10 388 41 -17

476 50 1] 446 47 .15 -
511 54 15 458 48 .05 -
653 69 22 600 63 .10 -
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND COtfCWSIONS

1) Sea Ice Versus Freshwater Ice

The fracture toughness values for the two different

types of icc not greatly different. The

freshwater ice was all tested at -20·C, 0.7 < Kr < 85

kNm"'/ ~S-l, while the variable conditions in the field meant

that the results were from ice in the temperature range

-23·C to -14'C, with most warmer than -20·C, and 0.06 < K, <

44 kNm·JOg.', The small difference, 124 :t 38 kNIll-'/' for

the lab ice compared to 113 1 38 kNIll""'for the ice

maybe due to this small temperature difference, and the

order of magnitude lower rate used in the sea ice, and the

order of magnitude difference in grain size.

AS has already been pointed out in Chapters 4 and 5,

these values agree well with previous work and give

confidence that the double torsion geometry is plane strain.

and LEFM is adequate.

Al though the very long loading in sea ice did lead to

higher fracture toughness than fast loading, these values

were still within the range reported in plane strain

fracture tests for this type of ice. Parsons et al (1986)

report the toughness of sea ice from the saIDe site two years



earlier, for this crack orientation 158 126.5

kNm-~I>, 26 < 1<1 < 85 k.Nm-~"s-', crack aligned

perpendicular to preferred c-axis, 151. 3 1 59.7 kNln - > ,. ,

2.4 < 1<1 < 69 kNm- 3 ,.s·', crack aligned parallel to

preferred c-axis orientation, and 166.3 ± 67 kNm·"~, 23 <

K
1

< 125 kNm- > /'5-', for crack 45 0 to the preferred c-axis

orientation. The influence of any preferrt:!d c-axis

orientation is not significant to a radial crack.

The rate dependence of the fracture toughness reported

in Chapter 4 and 5 agrees well with previous results, though

a linear dependence of toughness on time to failure fits the

data better than the exponential fit used by previous

authors, Urabe and Yoshitake (1981b), Timco and Frederking

(1986). There is clearly an influence of loading rate on

ice fracture toughness, the slower the load rate, the

tougher the ice.

The implication of the rate dependence of toughness on

ice strength, through Eq. (2.14), is opposite to what has

been found in other brittle materials. In the glasses and

ceramics at high temperature, slow lo(\ding allows

pre-existing flaws to lengthen through slow sub-critical

crack growth. But slow loading of a pre-existing crack in

ice, if the load is not critical, allows the crack to become

tougher, instead of growing longer and weaker. Ice is
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weakest when loaded fast, ceramics strongest.

contrary to the findings on the toughness of ice with

grain size less than 1 CIll, there is no significant

difference in the toughness of the large grained (5 to 10

em) sea ice and the small grained (1 to J JIJIl) freshwater

columnar ice.

The arrest stress intensity factor for the sea ice and

lab ice are approximately the same; 91 :!: 28 kNm- >,. for the

sea ice, and 89 :I: 14 kNm->'> for the lab ice. Tha larger

grain size of the sea ice does not have significant

influence on the value of the arrest stress intensity

factor, though brine channels create greater scatter in the

resul ts. The close agreement suggests th8t the arrest

stress intensity factor of ice is a material property. not

significantly influenced by microstructure.

The magnitude ot' the arrest stress intensity factor is

slightly lower than the average fracture toughness of ice at

-20·C, 90 kNm·~/· compared to 120 kNm·~/·. This difference

may not seem great until one considers the important

indentation loading geometry, where crack length is

dependent on the square of the arrest criterion.

2) Arrest Versus Cn.tical stress Intensity Factor

The fundamental question is, what is the difference
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between the arrest and critical stress intensity factors. or

to put it another way, why aren't they the same magnitude.

This is also the same as the question of why is there

slow sub-critical crack qrowth, why must a threshold be

exceeded in every case for crack growth to take place?

The rate dependence of the critical stress intensity

factor indicates that faster loading leads to lower

toughness. In the sea ice the toughness predicted at zero

time to loading is from Eq (S.)), 89 kNm-~", compared to

the arrest toughness of 91 kNm- '/', suggesting that the

arrest stress intensity factor is the zero time to loading,

or creep free, ice fracture toughness.

This is not so strongly indicated in the freshwater

ice results, where the arrest stress intensity factor is 89

kNm" I', and the zero time to loading toughness is 112

kNm-' I 2. It is, however, indicated by high rate toughness

values reported by Hamza and Muggeridge (1979), at -:W"C, 10

tests, K
rc

= 57 :l: 5 kNm- '/' for B mm grain size, and 7J ± 13

kNm" I' for 12 mm grain size, at approximately 5 x 10'

kNm'>"s··; Nixon and Schulson (1986a), from 14 tests K1c =

80,5 :!: 7.5 kNm->", 10 < K
I

< 10 kNm-'''s-', grain size

'.9 to 8.5 mm.

In every case a threshold had to be exceeded for crack

growth to take place, and the crack growth was abrupt, the
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slip/stick type of growth referred to by Hai and Atkins

(1975). There is an instability, Gnd this can arise either

because of the loading geometry and test frame cOJ:lpliance, or

because it is a JIIllterial property. The discussion of the

stability of the Double Torsion geometry in Chapter 3 showed

that it was stable regarcaess of the compliance of the test

frame. The slip/stick crack growth is a consequence of the

ice material properties, from Eq. (3.24);

dR/dA must be < 0 for there to be an instability. There

must be a lower toughness at higher elOllek velocity.

3) Material Properties that Could Cause Instability

a) n :! J

In the context of the work of Hui and Riedel (1981)

adequate condition to prevent sub-critical crack growth is

that the power laW' creep exponent be no greater than three.

Wertmaan (1983) shows that values frOID 1.5 to 5 have been

reported, from tests on various types of ice under uniaxial

to triaxial stress conditions. He concludes that

quasi-steady-state creep rate of coarse grain and single

crystal ice at moderate stress levels and relatively large

strains is best described by a power creep equation with
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power exponent of 3.

We will discuss first the possible causes for negative

dRJdA, pointing out that the theory of Hui and Riedel (1981)

is equivalent, but stated in terms of continuum elasticity

and strength of the singularity in the stress and strain

fields, instead of the energetics of the system.

b) Toughness Increases With Increasing Temperature.

Local heating of the loaded material in the vicinity

of the crack tip may result in instability if the material

has higher toughness at higher temperature, Marshall et al

( 1974), Mal and Atkins (1975). However as ice temperature

increases, toughness decreases, rUling out this mechanism.

c) Toughness Increases With Increasing Crack velccity

Physically. negative dR/dA is equivalent to lower

toughness at higher crack velocity, Mai and Atkins (1975).

This was proposed by Mai and Atkins to explain the

slip/stick growth of epoxy resin Selby and Miller (1975).

Mai and Atkins (1975) show that a material that has

increasing toughness and decreasing modUlus for decreasing

crosshead rate, as does ice, has fracture surface energy

that decreases with increasing crack velocity. Their

argument was applied to a material that changed modulus

slightly and toughness by a factor of two during a series of
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slip/stick cr.ack growth events, under crosshead rate that

varied over two orders of magnitude.

The modulus of ice is rate sensitive, Sinha (1991),

falling from 9.8 GPa when measured at acoustic frequencies,

to half this for an event of 10 seconds duration, to

approximately 1 GPa after ten minutes. The fracture

toughness does not change so greatly but does increase

slightly with duration of load, as has been seen in the

results obtained in these experiments, and as has been

reported by other workers. The difference between ice

behavior and that described by Selby and Miller (1975) (and

explained by Mal and Atkins (1975)), however may be that

during each crack growth event. of duration less than 0.1 5,

the higher value of the ice modulus is in effect. Although

creep of ice reduces the effective modulus to time of crack

initiation, there is no reason to assume that during the

short duration of crack growth that the modulus is not

approximately 9.8 GPa. This point is relevant to the

following analysis, which follows Mal and Atkins (1975), but

for the double torsion geometry used here.

Eq (2.5) may be differentiated with respect to time

and manipUlated to obtain;

au; '" ! .. E _
(2R + u(dP/d(da))

(6.1)
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In the double cantilever beam geometry used by selby

and Miller (1975) dP/da is zero, and Eq (6.1) reduced to a

6illlple ratio. The ratio of crack growth rotes and fracture

surface energies at different crosshead rates was easily

extracted. For the double torsion geometry the equivalent

formulation is;

(6.2)

where the sUbscript distinguishes between tests at different

crosshead rates, 0,, U.' In this case the dependence of

crack velocity on the ratio of R./R, is not so clear cut,

the load is inversely proportional to the square of the

crack length during each crack jump event, contributing the

cODplicating second term wi thin the bracket in Eq 6.2.

Further complicating this is the relationShip between P and

R, Which also involves the rate sensitive JDOdulus.

Although it seems intuitively obvious that ice

toughness is less at higher crack growth rates where creep

has less time to be activated, there is no definitive

evidence of this. The wedge loaded double cantilever beam

geometry of Selby and Miller (1975) has been tried by

Bentley et al (19B8), but they were unable to obtain arrest.
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Dempsey at a1 (1989b) did obtain arrest, but not stable

growth, and crack growth rate versus displacement rate wai<l

not given. It seems to be' a tautology, the negative dR/dA

of ice is unmeasurable, due to the unstable crack growth it

d) Blunt Starter Crack

Selby and Miller (1975) noted that the slip stick

crack growth in PMMA could be attributed to crack tips that

were not initially sharp. In the tests on ice, starter

cracks were initiated by pressing a sharp blade into the

ice t nucleating a micro crack. The question of whether this

crack remains sharp was addressed in Chapter 2. Also Lui

and Miller (1979) found no difference in toughness between

pre-cracked samples, and those with crack tips prepared with

razor blade, avoiding any micro crack creation.

The experimental observations of Cole (1986) I indicate

cracks open to the air are stable for many hours. This was

explained by the thermodynamic analysis of healing

(blunting) supplied by Colbeck (1986), whieh revealed that

at oGc a crack in ice of 1 em length, aspect ratio of

lo'will not change its diameter, ie its radius of curvature

at the crack tip, appreciably, for a day if open to the air.

This is further supported by Eq 2.23, which shows that ice

should be energetically stable against spontaneous blunting
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mediated through dislocation emission by the formation of 8

three dimensional kink pair. There is no evidence to

suggest the instability is due to blunt crack tips in ice.

If cracks in ice could blunt, they could also grow slowly by

stable sub-critical creep crack growth, and this has not

been observed.

e) Ice Has an Intermediate Yield Stress

Yamin! and Young (1980) found in a study of various

amorphous epox.y resins that those with low yield strength

displayed ductile tearing (1e stable growth), those with

high yield strength exhibit only dynamic crack growth, and

those intermediate to this slip/stick crack growth. Once

crack growth was arrested, it was argued, it had to restart

by first growing slowly through a plastic 20ne before

growing rapidly in the slip stage of growth.

The size of this slow growth 200e was argued to be

approximately the Dugdale plastic zone radius;

r
p

:::: ij (~!E)a, (6.))
y

similar to Eq 2.22. The argument for the amorphous epoxys

is essentially that the crack tip blunts. the extent

calculable from the Dugdale plastic zone radius, and the

instability in crack growth is attributable to this
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blunting. They find the fracture criterion is that a

critical stress three timeS the yield stress of the resin is

achieved a critical distance ahead of the crack. This is

really the same explanation of crack instability as blunt

crack tips, and slow crack growth is a consequence of the

same processes that blunt the crack.

This interpretation has been challenged by Troung

(1989). who pointed out that the relationship between the

toughness of sharp and blunt crack tips, and the

corresponding yield strengths is solely controlled by the

constant n. A change in n can be said to be the true reason

why crack growth switched from ductile, to slip/stick to

brittle as yield strength increased and toughness decreased.

There are two curves, one with n l:! 200 corresponding to the

brittle branch; and the other with n a: -25 for the ductile

tearing branch. The slip/stick region is the intermediate of

these two, with a mix of the two types of crack growth.

Tht:!se values of n are very high in the context of Hui

and Riedel (1981), and opposite in sensa. Troung (1989)

concludes that if blunting is the main mechanism to increase

toughness, n has to be a negative quantity, ie toughness has

to decrease with increasing crack velocity, or displacement

rate.

The fracture surfaces of the ice were not examined
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with a scanning electron lIicroscope with the necessary

resolution to determine if there was a period of slow crack

growth before the slip stage of crack growth. It is not

clear though that the findings on amorphous epoxy are

relevant to ice, even though they also display slip/stick

growth. Epoxies appear to behave as a pure continuum

mll.terial - the failure stress is three times the yield

stress some distance ahead of the crack, see Broek (1984)

for example. In amorphous materials it would appear that

discrete crystal considerations such as dislocations and

screening need not be considered as complicating factors.

It is not known what the yield stress of ice is, as

tailure at elevated stress is accompanied by fracture.

Gandhi and Ashby (1979), in their fractu.re mechanism maps

for lIaterials that cleave, suggest that it !lay be as high as

100 KPa. This gives a plast.ic zone size at approximately

2.0 1I1:1, smaller than the smallest observed brittle growth

region of Vamini and Voung (1980) of approximately 10 /.III for

toughness of approximately 600 kHm-Sf
'. By this measure ice

should display only brittle crack growth.

If on the other hand the yield strength of ice is

lower than 100 MPa, then the size of a plastic zone would

correspond more closely to those in epoxies that also

display slip/stick growth. Depending on what the yield
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stress of ice is, this theory either predicts purely brittle

growth with no preceding slow growth; or predicts ice crack

tips blunt and cause the slip/stick crack growth behavior

observed.

It has already been noted that experimental evidence

indicates crack tips in ice do not blunt, and it has been

argued that crack tip blunting in ice is energetically

unfavourable, if there is no crystal lock-in in ice. It can

be also argued that the yield strength of ice is high,

Gandhi and Ashby (1977). A yield strength of 100 MPa would

be commensurate with the smallest observed ice piece size,

Kendall (1978), Parsons (1989). A high yield strength would

suggest that only brittle crack growth is possible,

according the results on epoxies. Yet ice crack growth

appears as if the crack tips blunt.

This paradox may be resolved if the screening

shielding effect of dislocations are considered. It is

possible though this mechanism for the crack tip in ice to

remain atomically sharp (high yield strength) and yet

display the same instability that a blunt crack does.

4) Discussion

Of the five previously reported material mechanisms

responsible for unstable crack growth, only two cannot be

rUled out for ice; that ice has a power creep exponent n <
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3, and that it has a fracture energy that decreases with

increasing crack growth velocity. Also, ice crack growth is

the same as that of other materials that have crack tips

that blunt. We shall attempt to reconcile these views with

the creep properties of ice, as mediated through the

mechanisms of dislocation movement and shielding that

Thomson (1978), Weertman (1978) proposed. To do this a

detailed restatement of the assumptions and conclusions of

Hui and Riedel (1981) will first be given.

Thl') work of Hui and Riedel (1981) is essentially

mathematical, dealing with the strength of the singUlarities

of the stress and strain field at the tip of a growing crack

tip;
«(T,C) a r-1/(n-l) (2.30)

This is to be distinguished from the fields at a stationary

crack tip, the HRR field;

u a r-1/(n+l)

c a r-n/(n+l) (2.32)

The failure criterion is that at some distance ahead of the

crack tip, some critical strain is exceeded.

It is essential to emphasize that there is

universally accepted fracture criterion. For example, in

the work of Yamini and Young (1980) on epoxy resins

mentioned above, they found a critical stress fracture
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criterion applicable. By comparison Sinhr (1982) has shown

(l critical (delayed elastic) sh"ain criteria is satisfactory

for crack nucleation in ice. In this aspect, the theory of

!lui ilnd Riedel (1981) appears applicable to ice.

Hui and Riedel (1981) argue that for for n :s J steady

state crack growth is not possible. For a stationary crack

creep strains dominate the HRR field naar the crack tip, but

they claim that for a moving crack in a n :s J material, the

elastic strain must dominate and has an inverse square root

singularity, (T a. 1:'-"', where r is the distance from the

crack tip. Their solution is for the anti-plane shear

deformation (Mode III), Which is milthematically tractable,

and is believed to be representative of Mode I behaviour.

By manipulating Eq 2.24;

c = c/E: + Bo"~ (2.24)

into an equation for the stress function ti

or = ~ (- ~~); Te = - ~~, (6.3)

they obtain;

- g"J' ~~ + BVi('l:"~-IVi'l') '" 0 (6.4)

where ii - ()n+l),o B, G is shear modulus, and "t e - I"'i'l' 1 is

equivalent shear stress.

Assuming the non-linear (creep) term dominates the

linear term as r ~ a necessarily implies that an HRR-type

singularity prevails at the crack tip. Inserting (J' ex

r-1/(n+l), (ie 'It a r- n/(n+l), the linear term is of higher
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singularity, a contradiction of the original assumplion.

The HRR field cannot be valid at the growing crack tip.

If one assumes that the linear term dominates the

asymptotic field, there is no contradiction for n < ) only.

Thus for n > 3 the linear and non-linear terms must: together

govern the asymptotic field.

The solution of 6.2, with the non-linear terms deleted

contains an unspecified factor A such that:

'I' = hr'l 'C05 e/2 (6.5)

Steady state growth is not possible. as 11. would be infinite

unless the material law Eq (2.24) is modified such that as CF

... O. the creep exponent changes to a value n > ].

For n > J, a new type of singular field develops at a

growing crack tip. new with respect to the HRR f ieid at a

stationary crack tip. The stress and the strain have th~

same radial dependence, (<r,c) ar~l/(n-l). The amplitude of

the near tip field depends on the current crac.1{ growth rate

but not on prior history nor on applied load. As a

consequence of the properties of the asymptotic field for n>

3, no steady state creep growth is possible below a certain

minimum crack gro1Nth rate. For large growth rates a power

law relation a 0: K~ is predicted, as has bRen observed

experimentally by Evans (1972) and others.
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In the context of this theory, ice, with no obsel"ved

creep crack growth, and n in the vicinity of 3, fits the

first case. The implication is that in ice n :5 J.

Despite the easy activation of creep in ice, the creep

strains at the growing crack tip do not cause small scale

yield - a plastic yield phenomena. The crack tip behaviour

is dominated by elastic strain. This is intuitively

acceptable if the very high strain rates in the vicinity of

the crack tip are considered. The low value of n does not

'mabie sufficient creep strain to accompany crack growth,

only critical crack growth is possible.

Rice (1997) provided a state of the art review of the

literature on the control exerted by the plastic response of

a material on brittle cracking. There is as yet no

comprehensive analysis of crack propagation in the presence

of extensive nearby plastic flow. The mechanisms of stress

relaxation at the crack tip may be either dislocation

emission from the tip, or the activation of internal so'!rces

of dislocations that impinge into the crack tip along slip

systems, The first case is considered to be fundamental as

to whether or not a crystal is cleavable, It has already

been shown, Eq 2,22, that spontaneous dislocation emission

is prevented in ice by an energy barrier, The implication

is that the crack tip stays atomically sharp, and thus will
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cleave.

Oislocation interactions with the crack tip controls

whether brittle fracture actually occurs, and if it does

not, the dislocation plasticity provides the mechanism by

which fracture can ultimately occur through void growth to

coalescence, or localIzed shear, or a combination of both.

For those materials that fracture through cleavage the

Griffith criteria is still essential, that is, the

after-shielding k proposed by Thomson (1977, 1986, 1987) is

a valid criteria, though it is said to be "screened" by the

dislocation plasticity in its vicinity.

Once cracking has been initiated, if the creep strain

rate increases less rapidly than 0", the stress field

singularity at the crack tip is linear elastic.

In short, ice is brittle because it is stable against

thE! blunting mechanism of dislocation mechanism. The RIc

fracture criteria is slightly rate dependent because ice

will creep at any load, increasing the shielding effect of

dislocation density around the crack tip.

The macroscopic slip/stick crack growth mode of ice is

indistinguishable from the amorphous materials that display

crack bluntinq, where a continuum analysis is sufficient.

In ice however consideration need be given to crystal

lattice mechanisms influence on crack growth.
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Despite the creep behaviour of ice, the linear elastic

fracture criterion nonetheless holds, and this must be

exceeded by a further increase of the remote stress to

overcome the shielding. This leads to an instability.

The creep power exponent of ice to be consistent with

Hui and Riedel (1981), it must then be concluded, is les3

than or exactly equal to three, for the brittle propagating

crack to continue through the normally ductile crystal

latti(;~.

Though the creep strain is insufficient for

sub-critical crack growth, it: may be that the macroscopic

fracture energy is influen-:sd by creep during crack

growth, as it is when it is stationary. It is consistent

with the rate sensitive creep contribution to fracture

energy that at high crack velocities its contribution would

be less. This would be consistent with the energy criterion

for crack growth instabili ty of Eq (). 24) :

(J.24)

5) Conclusions

Slow stable sub-critical crack growth was not observed

in either of the two types of ice tested. Fine grained

freshwater columnar ice and first year sea ice with its much

larger grains and more complicated microstructure both
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required that a threshold be exceeded in every crack. growth

event, for crack growth to occur. In all cases the crack

growth was fast and abrupt. This has been corroborated for

the laboratory ice by tests with a wedge loaded compact

tension specimen, which has a more stable geometric stability

factor than the double torsion tests reported here. Dempsey

at a1 (1989b) . This instabil i ty was argued to be a

consequence of the stability of the ice crystal against

dislocation emission. The rate dependence of ice toughness

is due to the screening of the crack. by creep.

The other possible cause of sUb-critical crack.

growth, 8 corrosive environment, did not appear to be

active. The humidity difference between the field and the

laboratory was insufficient to promote stable crack growth.

The arrest stress intensity factor for fine grained

freshwater columnar ice and first year sea ice at -20~C

tested in the same orientation are the same. There was no

influence from an order of magnitude difference in grain

size between the two types of ice. Variation in loading

rate similarlY had no effect on the arrest stress intensity

factor.

Crack length was not rate dependent. There was no

significant correlation between load rate and resulting

crack length. Though this can be said to be statistically
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true, it was at the same time impossible to obtain arrest in

1.4 m of freshwater ice sample if crack initiation took

longer than 72 seconds. Arrest was observed in sea ice even

after in1 tiation that took 70 minutes. due perhaps to the

coarser microstructure, and presence of brine drainage

channels.

Bot h lab grown and naturally occurring field ice

displayed significant spatIal variat.ion in toughness over

distances as short as a few centimeters.
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CHAPTER 7

APPLICATIONS

1) Risk Analysis

Paluzny (1977), Paluzny and WU (1977) first presented

a methodology for assessing the probability of failure of

brittle materials that creep fracture. He supplied a

formulation for the time to failure at various levels of

probability p;

t = toC In (1 - p)-,)l j m (7.1)

where m • (1/(0-2)

Jl is the weibull modulus and

n is exponent in the kinetic law of creep

crack growth;

v = AK~

In ceramics (3 is generally less than n which means

that m < 1. This means that in ceralllics failures from creep

crack growth occur over several orders of magnitUde in time.

The longer a given load is supported, the greater the

probabili ty that it will continue to be supported.

If m > 1, the probability of failure at a given load

level increaseS with time.

The value of n for ice is in the vicinity of 3, the

theory of Hui and Riedel (1981) used to e)(plain the lack of

sub-critical crack growth in ice requires it to be no
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greater than ).

Tozawa and Taguchi (1986). Parsons and Lal (1989)

report the Weibull modulus of sea ice and laboratory ice to

also be in the vicinity of J, the highest value they report

is 5.8 for lab grown ice.

This yields a value for m of grater than one,

implying, according to the theory of Paluzny (1976) that the

probabili ty of failure of ice under a constant load

increases with time. This does not agree with the

experimental results reported here, that for crack growth to

occur load in every case must be increased.

since sub-critical crack growth does not occur in ice,

this method of evaluating time to failure under load, worked

out for creep brittle materials that do eXhibit fatigue

crack growth, is not applicable to ice. The experimental

results contradict the predictions of the theory, for the

values of (J and .n obtained from ice. Risk analysis for

ice-structure interaction must be based on the probability

distribution for ice strength alone.

2) The Radial Crack Problem

There are a number of mathematical models in the

literature for predicting the length of a radial crack

resulting from various loading geometries of ice, Smith

(1976), Palmer et a1 (1983), Hamza and Muggeridge (1984),



Evans et a1 (1984), Bhat (1988), Bhat et a1 (1989). With

the exception of the last two references, these models all

assume that the arrest criteria for cracks in ice is the

same as the initiation criteria. Hamza and Muggeridge

(1984a, 1984b) also assume the ice may creep crack.

The results of this study show that subcritical crack

growth is not possible in ice, and the arrest criteria is

lower than the initiation criterion for crack growth in ice,

except at very high load rates. This is particularly

relevant when considering crack growth into the decreasing

K
r

field beneath an indenter. Because there is no

sub-critical crack growth the radial crack will not grow

unless the load increases. No stress relief may be expected

from slow crack growth.

Smith (1976) calcUlated the maximum depth of a

crevasse in a glacier by considering the effect on an edge

crack of an opening tensile stress of 200 kPa due to gravity

driven slide of the glacier, and a Closing hydrostatic

stress due to ice overburden. Field measurements report a

maximum depth of approximately 35 In. Smith (1976)

calculated the maximum depth to be 36 m if ice fracture

toughness is 2ero, and JJ m if it is 200 kNm->/>. If the

arrest stress intensity factor value of 90 kNII->l· is used.

a 35 m depth is obtained.
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Evans et al (1984) in their analysis of edge

indentation of an ice sheet used a damage zone radius of

seven times the contact radius, obtained from an algorithm

of lIill (1950). This calculation assumed that the zone of

irreversible deformation is entirely plastic, and neglects

any effects from ice fracture.

Parsons (1989) addressed the influence of ice fracture

on damage zone size. Experimental results were obtained for

macroscopic crack length due to indenter load, for loads up

to 1200 N. It was assumed that KIa obtained at the tip of

the resulting crack, and that the radial stress field due to

a point contact. the Boussinesq field, was the crack opening

stress outside the damage zone. This was a modification of

the indentation model presented by Lawn and Swain (1975),

which assumed RIc obtained. at the crack tip. The size of

the damaged zone radius beneath the indenter calculated in

this way was only 1.4 times the contact radius,

significantly smaller than the value of 7 predicted by the

elastic/plastic cavity analysis of Hill (1950). This was due

partly to the use of arrest fracture toughness instead of

critical fracture toughness at the crack tip, but a~so

points out the significantly greater stress relief caused by

micro crack damage in ice than that by purely plastic damage

in other materials.
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3) Ice Sheet Failure Dynamics

Palmer et a1 (1983) postulated theoretically that in

the aspect ratio range 4 to 20 the failure mechanism of the

ice sheet is determined only by the indentation velocity.

This was found to be true in fine grained columnar

freshwater ice tests done in the laboratory Timco (1987a).

The experiments reported here show that there is no

dependence of resulting crack length on loading rate. The

switch from a failure mode of local crushing accompanied by

radial cracks. to one of purely local crushing, or local

crushing accompanied by both radial and circumferential

cracks cannot be explained by the different radial crack

lengths that might result from varying indentation velocity.

The switch in dominance between the failure modes must then

be a consequence of some other rate sensitive material

property of ice, probably the effective global modulus.
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CHAP'fER 8

SUMMARY

The Double Torsion fracture toughness test geometry

used on ice samples 0.05 x 0.50 x 1.50 III prepared from

large grained columnar first year sea ice, and fine grained

columnar freshwater ice. No subcritical crack growth was

observed in either ice, under deadweight loading of five

days duration, or for 0.7 < K
1

< 85 kNm-~'2s-' in the

freshwater ice and 0.06 < K
1

<: 44 kNm- 3jJs·' in the sea

ice. All crack growth was abrupt and a consequence of the

ice material properti~s. The length of the resulting crack

waf; not found to depend on the load rate. Ten percent of

the crack length was a consequence of the test frame

campI iance, and in engineering structures the relative

stiffness of structure and ice is relevant to crack length

prediction.

The arrest stress intensity factor. was the same for

the two ices, approximately 90 kNm- lf
.2 at _20°C. The

different grain size of the two ices was not as relevant as

the brine drainage channels found in the se:i ice, which

supplied stress relief in both arrest and initiation.

Tht,! material instabil i ty responsible for the abrupt

crack growth was explained to be a consequence of
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ailatomically sharp crack shielded by dislocations. Previous

workers have shown experimentally that cracks in ice nre

stable over hours, days. Theoretical work predicts that an

atomically sharp crack in the ice crystal lattice is stable

against spontaneous blunting bec(\use the activation energy

for the formation of dislocation loops out of the crack tip

is greater t.han zero. Dislol:'l.tions in the vicinity of the

crack shield or screen the crack tip, thus requiring an

increase in applied stress intensity factor to initiate

fracture. Dislocation movement is respon~ible for the rate

dependent creep of ice and the r.ate dependence of ice

toughness reported by previolls workers and found here. This

is consistent with the energy criterion for unstable crack

growth, that the fracture energy decreases with increasing

crack velocity. This is also consbtent with the current

model of creep fracture, if the creep power exponent of ice

is less than three.

The arrest stress intensity factor was used as a crack

length criterion in previous crack length prediction models.

The indentation model was shown to require modific:ation to

accOMmodate both the arrest criterion and the effects of

contact micro cracking.

A reliability/risk analysis, previously developed for

bri ttle materials that creep fracture, was shown to be
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inappJ ic.:able to ice, as it does not creep fracture.

rinally it is suggested that the switch in failure

modes in indentation of ice is not a consequence of radial

crack: length d.:?pendence on indentation rate, but rather some

other. rate dependent ice material property such as the

modulus.
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SUMMARY OP fRACTURE-TOUGHHESS OATA FOR fRESH WATER,

GU,CIER AND SEA ICE

Glacier Ice

....ndrews et al (1984), KyC « 125 kNm"", qrain size - 18 mID,

prepared crack lenqth .. 7 - 30 rolln. Fracture measured from

samples prepared frolll ice cores, a radially cracked ring WitS

was fractured with internal pressure. Ice collected frolll

Roslin Gletscher, lat 71°101, long 24°W, Ice temp -I "c, air

tt!IlIP +6" C, 194 results, 20 outside range of validity for

geoIlletry, due to crack length to grain size ratio, 30 IIOre

invalid, no statistical correlation between rate and

toughness .

....ndrews (1985) KIc - 58 kNlll'~I>, grain size. 9.6 - 3.2 lilli,

crack length -

Bersaerkerbrae,Greenland; sallples were radially cracked ring

Cractured by internal pressure, results halt that of other

workers. Outside diameter 79 1m, inside 40llllll, thickness

29mm, crack sharpened by drawing rine wire across notch cut

with hacksaw. Nineteen lab tests at -12" C gave 120 J: 12

kNIlI-">. Great difficUlty preparing samples, broke while

drilling centre hole, air te.perAture HOC. Time to failure

10 s, rate 6 kHIl''''s'', twenty sa.ples. No trend in
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fracture toughness with specimen thickness, crack length, or

depth of sample Results held to be valid plr.ne strain

test, but are correctect hy for18\11a of Urabe & 'ioshitaKe

(1981) for longer effectivtl! cracK length, dUE; to bubbles,

grain size.ConclUde resuLts not affected by crack tip

plasticity, but sample si:i..e too sllIall for grain size.

Freshwater ~boratory Groloo""n Ice

Gold (1963), thermal shock, K,~ = 50-160 kNm-"', grain

size" 1.5 - 6 18m, crack length· 2.<1 - 9 lllm. KIc at arrest

of propagation, resulting from two pieces of ice at loast

t.:'c apart in temperature being brought together. Result::>

not particular to cryst('\l orientation, calculated from

thermal stress gradient calculations. There was a

preference for cracks to form parallel to the basal and

prismatic.: planes.

Liu & Loop (1972), compact tension specimen (CTS), KIa 

90 - 160 kNm->/', grain size _ 2.5 - 6 18m, crack length ... 50

mm. Compact tension specimen with 25.4 18m thickness used.

The crack was prepared at the root of a band saw cut by

forcing a razor slowly into the ice to avoid actual

cracking. Tip radius was less than 0.08 mm. This was thea

covered with silicon grease to avoid sublimation, placed in
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plastic bags and stored at test temperature for twenty-four

hours. A precooled tank was seeded with 6 mm thick layer of

fine grained ice, precooled water added, and ice formed by

freezing from bottom up, while air above tank was kept above

freezing. The tank was mechanically vibrated to obtain

bubble free ice. Polycrystalline columnar ice with ryrain

size 2.5 to 5 mm was obtained. Toughness decreases from 160

Two rates 46

kNm-"'s·l., and 4.6 kNm-·/is", highest toughness for

slowest rate.

Liu & Miller, (1979), CTS, K
lc

= 12<1 kNm">I', grain size ..

5 mm, crack length ... 50 mm. Used the compact tension

specimen. approximately 125 mm square. The crack tip was

prepared with a razor, with notch tip radius less than

0.0025 mm, and then covered with silicon grease to prevent

sublimation. Some specimens were precracked, it is not said

how, and these give results no different than the notched

samples. The 25.4 mm thickness was considered adequate to

ensure plane strain conditions at the crack tip. The ice

was polycrystalline, columnar, bubble free, formed by

spraying fine mist on bottom of tank, then adding precooled

water, and freezing from the bottom up. The four fastest

loading rates were displacement controlled; 580 mm/min,

SORlm/min, 10 mm/min, and I mm/min. The two slowest rates,
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O.6mm/min and 0.05 mm/min were load controlled. All results

showed temperature dependence, toughness increasing with

decreasing temperature. The fastest rate, greater. than 1000

kNm->l2s " provided the lowest toughness, approximately 110

kNm··12 • The slowest rate supplied toughness of

approximately 400 kNm->J2. The rate dependence is explained

as a consequence of stress relaxation in the vici;tity of the

c~·;.ck tip, requiring a higher applied K to reach the same

level of fracture stress at the crack tip. Toughness tests

done in water at low rate, approximately 2 kNm'>i's"are

approximately half that in air I 240 and 180 kNm-'/>

compared to 420 and 4&0 kNm->l2, following an ice-water

surface energy that is half ice-air surface energy. Five

arrest values obtained from wedge opening compact tension

specimen, 134, 152 kNm-~'z at _12°C, 142 kNnl-~12at _9°C, and

138, 152 kNm-312 at _4°C; slightly lower than static

fracture toughness. Unable to obtain arrest at temperatures

lower than -12·C.

Goodman and Tabor (1978), SEN 3 pt, }(rc = 116 kNm-"',grain

size ::> ltlm to single crystal, crack length = 10 mm,

temperature::> _13°C. Also used pyramid indenter, Krc =

170-290 kNm-312 on single crystal, and conical indenter, K1C

= 300 kNm""2 on single crystal. Distilled water was used

and bubble free ice obtained, grain size varied from 1 mm to
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single crystal. Three and four point tests were done, and

indentation with Vickers indenter. The crack was prepared

by pushing a razor into the ice while avoiding cracking. In

the Vickers indenter tests cracks 1 to 10 mm long were

obtained as load was varied, at -2S"C and -20·C. Three

point bending tests at -13"C, unspecified rate , gave

toughness of 116 :Ie 13 kNm-1t
'. Loading time was 10 seconds

approximately. The vickers indenter (half angle 68·)

resul ts were found to be lO\-ler by about a third than those

obtained with a sharper cone (half angle 30"). These were

adjusted by assuming an effective half angle of 45" due to

the plastic zone beneath the indenter, supplying an increase

of 2.5 from the algorithm for calculating the toughness.

The results for the pyramid adjusted in this was were 70 :U5

kNm->/2 at -J8°C, 210 :!: 40 kNm->/2 at _20°C; and for the

cone, 240 :l: SO kNm->I' at _20°C, and> 300 kNn(>12 at _16°C.

Hamza and Muggeridge (1979), SEN 1 pt, Krc= 40-190 kNm-' I
'

grain size = 8,12 mm, crack longth .. 10 mm. Bubble free

freshwater ice was made from boiled tap water at _2J.
o
C,

both by seeding with snow and with no seeding, reSUlting in

grain size of 8 mm and 12 mm. only columnar grained ice was

tested. Prepaxed notch was sharpened with a razor blade,

and left for twenty four hours before testing. Pour

temperatures and four crosshead rates were used, showing
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toughness decreased from average 142 kNill"". to 40 kNm-'t>

as temperature went from -40·C and 0.1 111m/min to -4"C and

50.0 mm/min. The larger grain size ice had higher toughness

in all cond1 tions.

Goodman (1980) SEN 4 pt, I<la'" 118 kNm-' f
', grain size = 10

mm, crack length '" 5-10 mm, K
IC

= 10' kNm-J /2s".

Polycrystalline ice, four point bond geometry. To meet

restriction of LEFM assumes the strain rate at the crack tip

to be 10·'5·' I to provide conservative estimate of ice yield

strength and thus plastic zone size of approximately 0.6 mm.

High load rates, 500 Nls, are used to avoid plasti c zone at

the crack tip becoming significant. The fracture toughness

at -4"C from 44 samples, 118 ± J2 kNm->/' i at -ll"C from 40

samples, 119 ± 34 kNm-'/2; and at _24°C f~om 44 samples, 108

t 21 kNm-·'·. Prel.iminary ~esults at -JS"C indicate that at

the load rates used the toughness does not va~y with

temperature. The ice was columna~ with grain si2e 5 - 10

mm, and the c~ack prepared with a scalpel. Recommends that

COO measu~ements be used to observe any contribution of

plasticity at crack tip.

Kolle (19B1), SEN 3 pt, KIC - 240, 186 kNnt'/', grain size ..

10 mm, prepared crack = 8 mm. Ice was freshwater ,columnar,

tested in three point bending, crack oriented ac~oss and
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along basal plane. Across basal plane toughness was 240 :!:

"9 kNm'''~, and along were 186 ± 82 kNm->/', explained by

the anisotropy of creep of ice. Samples were .22 x .025 x

. OS m, and load rate was 4.8 N/s. Strain rate was estimated

to be J X 10'65 -', in the equivalent un-notched beam. Crack

tip was sharpened by running a razor along a saw cut, and a

small (1 to 2 mm) micro crack was observed to form. Grain

size was approximately 1 em. Test temperature was _17°C.

Discrepancies with other, earlier work explained by slower

loading rate used .

Azadeh-Tehrany, (1gB)), 78 < KIc < 182 kNm-~/' for -4 < T <

_20
G

e, 50 mm/min :> displacement rate:> 2.5 mm/min, 8 < grain

size < I? mm. Three point bend specimen used, LEFM shown to

be applic<'Ible. Crack opening Dhiplacement measurements were

used in a LEFM calculation to calculate the energy release

rate, found to be O. 79 J/m~ minimum, and J. 27 J/m~ maximum.

The toughness increased with decreasing temperature ar:d

increasing rate of loading, and decreased with increasing

brine volume and decreasing grain size, and agreed well with

previous work. Yield strength was c.:alculated to be 0.24 < CT

< l.80 MPa, using the LEFM relationship between COD, G and

KIc ' KIc for freshwater ice was 62 kNm-~/ for crosshead

speed O,lmm/min, 0.4 mm/min, /lnd 3.6 mm/min for

temperatures of-4°(:, and -2loC. Average grain sizes varied
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from 9mm in one experiment to 12 l~m in another. The average

toughness for artificial saline ice varied from 78 kNm--"~

to 182 kNm->t· for average grain size ~44 mm, salinity 6.8

'j" at temperatures of -4"C, -7"C,-11"C and -20'C, for

crosshead speeds 2.5 mm/min, 5 mm/min and 50 mm/min.

Andrews and Lockingtan (1983) I Pressurized crack, RIC'" 105

kNm-~/2, grain size = 2-5 mm, cracl. length = 50 mm, failure

time = .02-.9 s. The fracture energy was measured with a

unique specimen geometry, for ice, ice frozen to steel and

titanium substrates. The fracture energy was 1 Jim' for

relatively high loading rates, and never higher than :l JIm'.

Adhesion energies difference~ were attributed to layer of

bubble ice that is prone to time-dependent micro-cracking.

The presence of interfacial melting and thus a layer of

disorder as temperature approaches o~C, or one containing

high concentration of a eutectic phase in the presence of

salt solutions, controls the transition from cohesive

failure.

Andre....s (1985) see above.

Oanilenko (1985), Double Cantilever Beam (DeB), K
Ic

= 180

-440 kNm-3f2
, grain size '" 1 mm to single Grystal, crack

length = 7.5 mm. Large ( .1 x .1 x .1 m) mono-crystals and
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mUltigrain columnar with grain size 1-2 mm on upper and 8-10

nun on lower surface. Prepared cracks were sharpened with a

scalpel, and loaded to failure in 0.1 to 1.0 seconds.

Temperature from o'c to -20·C. Load increased linearly, the

dropped abruptly at fracture, fracture surface was similar

to that of silicate glass. Fracture toughness depended

weakly on rate. Fracture toughness of monocrystal depends

only weakly on crystal anisotropy. notch in basal plane was

202 t 34 kNm->t2 at o'c, 3J6± 94 kNm-·/ 2at -IO'C, and HI ±

85 kNm-"'at -15 ·c: notch coincident with c-axis was 147 ±

28 kNm-'" at O'C, 335 t 50 kNm·:012at -IO"C, and 439 t 72

kNm-'/' at -lS'C; and for notch parallel to c-axis 184 ± 31

kNm""> at C'C, 318 ± 40 kNm,>/zat -~O°C and 460 :!: 150

kNm->t'at -IS"C. Similarly the results for columnar grained

ice increased at lower temperatures, from 200 kNm"3/. at 0 0 C

to 300 kNm"'/' at -ISoC, with a slight increase as average

grain size increases from 3 to 8 rnm .

Kusumoto et al (1985), SEN 3 pt, K
IC

80-150 kNm-3l>single

and bi-crystal, crack length :: ~5 mm. original paper in

Japanese, with no translation available, though figures are

captioned in English. Single edge notched beams tested at

_10°C at rate between 1 to 3800 kNm->t"s-'. The crack was

sharpened by pressing razor into the root of a saw cut.



Toughness was not dependent on rate above 30 kNm·'''s·'. and

was approximately 100 kNm-m • Cracks 'Is· to the C-axis had

slightly lower toughness than cracks oriented 0" and 90· to

c-axis, but variation was small.

Parsons and Snellen (1985), DCB, Krc .. 90-250 kNm-''', grain

size ~ 10-100 \lim, crack length'"' 150-250 mm, 70·N,134
a
W cold

freshwater ice with large grain size, 5-10 cm. tested at the

mouth of McKenzie River. Large samples were used ranging in

size from .45 x .45 x .90m to .90 )( .90 x 2.0 m, to meet

demands of LEFM. Air temperature -1S·C ta-20·C. Anisotropy

of the columnar ice was investigated, and the spalling crack

found to be the toughest. The large grains may have been

responsible for the large scatter in the results, and for

the higher toughness. The rate dependence appeared opposite

from that of fine grained freshwater ice. increasing from

150 to 400 kNm-'12
, for load rate increasing from 4 to 130

kNm-·12s-·. Results are too few to be compelling. This

was, however, very unusual ice. The authors expected sea

ice at this site, forty miles offshore, and the grain size

was large as in sea ice, but the water was fresh, due to

presence of the McKenzie River. There were no brine drainage

channels, which have been associated with effective flaw

size by Urabe et al (1981b). No other results for large

grained freshwater columnar ice are in the literature.
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Nixon and SChulson (1986a), Notched Right Circular Cylinder,

K1c = 60-140 kNm- 3
", grain size - 1.6 - 9.3 lUI, notch

depth 8 •• , all tests at -lO·C on circuaferentially notched

right circular cylinders of oriented

polycrystalline freshwater ice. Grain size was varied frolll

1.6 mlll to 9.3 1IllII, and toughness observed ttL -decrease by 25'

at 10 kNl1""2S·', as grain size increased. Notch depth was

8 mm, reducing section to 75 mm, and then further sharpened

by machine held razor, further reducinq dia.meter by O. 5 m~.

The machining was done with new blade, 16-20 hours prior to

testing, to avoid notch tip blunting due to sublimation.

Two load rates, 10 and 0.01 kNIl-3/ "S" were used, twelve

results at the hiqher rate and fout" at the lower. A

regression analysis of the data to the p-quation K!C - 11.0+

Kd- , but no value of n between -2 and +2 had a clearly

better fit, so n - 1 was chosen, KO - 92.8 and K - 2.5,

with r 2
= 0.62. By choosing n .. -0.5 to fit the Hall Petch

relationship, they obtain K!C '" 42.4 + 58.3d...·.. with r' 

.60. At the lower rate, they conclude plane strain is not

achieved, as the creep zone size calculated from Riedel and

Rice (196()) exceeds 1/50 the notch depth after 53 seconds.

'I'hey conclude the lll.rq£! scatter in reported toughness values

of ice cannot be accounted for by grain size effects alone,

and suggest notch acuity, specimen size effects, and method
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of sample preparation may contribute.

Nixon & Schulson. (198Gb), Notched Right Circular Cylinder,1<

RIC" 67 - 140 kNm-"', grain size 2.2 and 8.2 mm, notch

depth Smm, temperature"" _loGe, rate 0.01 - 10'" kNm->l's".

Circumferentially notched right circular cylinders were made

from randomly oriented polycrystlllline freshwater ice, to

determine influence of loading rate on ice fracture

toughness, from 0.01 to 10' kNm-ws·'. Grain size was held

constant within 10%, and all tests were done at -IO·C.

Above 10 kNm-"'·s·', ice toughness is constant, 75.5 :!; 3.0

kNrn"1Z for grain size 8.2 t 0.3 lllm; and 89.6 ± 3.4 kNm"i>

for grain size of 2.2 :!; 0.2 nun. As the loading rate

decreases to 0.01 kNm""'s" the toughness increases

monotonically to 1.17.3 ':t 0.8 kNm·"2 for grain size 8.2 !:

0.3 mm, and to 137.5!: 0.5 kNm-'/2 for grain size of 2.2 ±

0.2 rom. using the algorithm of Riedel and Rice (1980) good

agreement between a calculated time for plain strain

conditions to switch to plane stress, and the observed

increase in toughness with decr~asing rate was found, 'at

about RIc = 1. 9 kNm-"'s-' for this specimen geometry.

This was calculated with n .. 3, then recalculated with n =

8.2, to obtain a transition rate of 4.9 kNm·'''s·',

indicating the calculation is not very sensitive to n.

These calculations are for -lOQC, and the critical rate will
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need to be higher at higher temperatures to plane

strain, and may lower at colder temperatures.

Timea and Frederking (1986) , SEN, Krc = 70 - 190

kNm''''grain size = 1 - 4 rom, crack length = 12 mm. Tested

ice that had first been loaded in compression until

micracracking appeared in ice. For vertical crack

propagating horizontally in columnar ice with c-axis in

horizontal, KIC - 188 iCI·'~, for 6 < Kr < 90 kWDI' 312S",

compared to KIC = 216 Ki I, from Urabe and Yoshitake

(1981b). Reported K
IC

= 87 :l: 10 kNm->!~ for vertical crack

propagating vertically into the same ice, and no rat.e

dependence over the same load rate range. Higher fracture

toughness results of 240 kNm-'/' obtained at rate of 2

kNm"'''s'' were nat included, as it was felt that the

requirements of LEFM were not met, in particular that the

creep zone calculated from Riedel and Rice (1980) was too

large. In order to Illeet the requirements of LEFM, it

calculated tests must be done within 45 seconds of

sharpening the crack tip. For horizontally propagating

cracks fracture toughness dependence on time to failure was

found to be KIC = 97e··~, due to the contribution of

plastic work involved in advancing the crack. At time to

failure of 0.01 second, this predicts pure brittle ice

fracture. As a function of crack density, Krc = 127 kNm-"a
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- 4.2C~. 0 < C" < 1 cracks/elll', all tests done at the same

nominal loading rate, and time to failure of approximately 5

seconds.

Nixon (1988), Notched Right Circular cylinder, K
Ic

'" GO to

120 kNm->l~, gr.ain size ),4 and 7.3 mm, notch depth varied

from 2.54 to 17.8 mm. polycrystalline freshwater ice, for

the smallest no~ch, none of the samples broke at the notch.

Results were in the range 60 to 120 kNm->/', with no

significant variation for notch depths greater than 5.1 mm.

For notch depth less than 2.5 mm,dislocation build-Up

elsewhere in the sample would appear to supply greater

stress concentration.

Bentley et al (1988), Tapered Double Cantilevered

Bearn(TDCB), Krc = 126 - 165 kNm"", grain size = 2.4 - 3.4

mm, crack length = 88-190 mm, temperature '" -2~C. Floating

Tapered Double cantilever beam was wedge loaded. Thirty

tests at -2' to O'C were done. Grain size was 2.4 mm at top

and 3.4 rnm at bottom. The effective modulus was measured

during the loading to failure of the specimen.

Load rates were 215 < K
r

< 1010 kNm->lJs M " with little

influence on fracture toughness, 126 < K
r

< 165 kNmM~".

Crack Mouth Opening Displacement was measured, and crack

velocity for 5 milliseconds was calculated at 240 to 390m/s.
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Unable to obtain crack arrest., due to loading system

compliance, blunt crack tips, and high loading rates.

Parsons, Snellen and Muggeridge, (1989), Double Torsion

(DT), Krc = 124 t 38 kNllt"', KIa = 91 t 28 kNm·"', grain

size 1-5 rom, crack length 200 - 350 mm, temperature = -20·C.

Double torsion geometry used on lab grown fine grain

columnar ice. no stable sub-critical crack growth was

observed. Two samples were deadweight loaded at 25 and 40

kNm-'" for five days each, with no crack growth observed.

Crack growth was abrupt and proceeded in slip/stick mode,

the reSUlting crack length was not load rate dependent. The

creep of ice delays initiation to higher loads at slow load

rates, but longer cracks do not necessarily result.

Dempsey et al (1989), 52 columnar grained freshwater ice was

tested in three and four point bend specimens, in one crack

orientation and grain size, while the crack lengths were

varied from very short to very long to study crack size

effects. The crack was oriented with respect to columnar

grains as a radial crack. Aim of the study was to determine

minimum crack length with respect to grain size for valid

tests. Average grain size was 31'l1m, and tests were done at

-lOoe. The crack tip was sharpened with a teflon coated

razor. care being taken to avoid microw-crackinq. and the
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razor left in place until testing. Fracture tests done on

identical samples with crack tips sharpened with 0.2 rom

diameter diamond coated wire, provided consistently higher

results. CKOD was measured with MTS clip gauge. Crosshead

rate was 7.62 mm/min, and failure occurred wittlin 6 seconds,

load rate between 10 and 100 kNm->/2s -'. A Small K
Q

was

observed for crack length to grain size ratio between 6.5

and 10. for depth to grain size ratio = 17. For depth to

grain size ratio of 25 the K
Q

plateau ranges from 7

to 13 ttte crack length to grain size ratio. The largest

plateau was established for sample depth to grain size ratio

of 34, the toughness being approximately constant for crack

length to grain size ratio greater than 10.

Nixon et al (1989), circumferentially notched samples

(diameter 91 mm, length 231 mm, notch depth 9.156 mm) of

equiaxed freshwater ice were tested at 10 kNm->t·s -·, and

-10·C. Grain size was 7.5 t 0.5 mm. The sharpness of the

notch was varied from 2 x 10"> mm to 4 mm, six toughnfll:;s

tests at six different radii indicate toughness increases

from 70 to 110 kNrn-"·. To measure effects of precracks on

toughness, samples of grain she 2.8 :!: 0.3 mm were loaded in

compression at strain rate 10"~s"' to pre-strains between

0% and 2\. Toughness decreased from 90 kNm"'" at zero

prestrain, density 916 kg/m', to 65 kNIl(·/3 at 2\ prestrain
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and density of' 850 kg/m', for six experimental results.

Oel:lpsey and Wei (1989), m3crocrystalline type 51 freshwater

ice was tested at -IO·C. Used four point bending geometry.

Fractograrhic analysis was carried out on the fracture

surfaces. Fracture toughness from 116 to 675 kNm-,,2 were

reported, loading rates from 45 to 240 kNm.-·/·s·'.

specimens with larger (up to 10 em ) grain sizes had higher

toughness, associated with cleavage. Specimens with smaller

grain sizes had lower toughness, associated with decohesive

rupture. It was postulated that ice has an equicohesive

temperature for certain types of ice, above this the

toughness increases with grain size. below it it decreases

with decreasing grain size.

sea Ice

Vaudrey, (1977), SEN 4pt, K
IC

" 28-100 kNm'~I2, grain size 

10 mm, crack length" 12 mm, temperature.. -IO·C, -20·C.

Sea ice specimen S.l ~e .05 x .05 x •Sill with crack length 12

mlll,support span .Sr:J, load span 15 cm, regression yields

toughness dependence of K
IC

.. 144 kNm·>t~_ 12.4VV, 4 :!.vv :!.

7, and 28 :!. KIc :!. 130 kNm-~12, where v is brine volume in

ppt.
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Urabe et al (1980), SEN J pt, KIC ", 98 kNm-~'", grain size ""

5-10 mm, crack length => 50 mm, temperature'" -z"e. Fracture

toughness was constant for strain rate less than 10·' s·',

decreases with increasing strain rate above 10"s", for

cracks prepared in bottom of ice sheet, no data at higher

rates for other crack orientations. Large specimens (.2 X

.3 x 1.6m), were tested, sea water and air temperature -2°C,

with in situ tests of 4S em thick Saroma ice. The load

record was linear, with abrupt load drop and minimal

deformation, suggesting LEFM was applicable. Cracks on

bottom of ice gave higher toughness than those on top, on

side are intermediate. Conclude flaw size, the distance

from brine channel to brine channel, is 2.5 mm for top

surface, 1.9 cm for bottom surface.

Urabe at a1 (1981a), SEN, Krc< 135 kNm->'>, grain size J 

22 mm, crack length'" 80 mrn, temperature = -2·C. Calculated

flaw sizes agree well with subgrain sizf)s, and

are independent of *r' Krc = 135 e-" o
,';", where d is

SUbgrain size 1n 10m. specimen size is large, 20 • 40 • 160

Fracture toughness constant with rate for rate less

than 100 kNm-~/'s-', and decreases for rate greater than

this.
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Urabe et a1 (1981b). Notched Cantilever Beam, and SEN, RIC '"

50 kNm-''', grain size not specified, crack length'" 80 mm,

temperature:: _zoe. Fracture toughness was measured with

the usual SEN specimen,and with a notched cantilever beam,

which is not an ASTM standard geometry. but is convenient

for in situ testing of ice. Results were identical, within

small scatter. Notched cantilever 40 x 40 x 200 em.

'rimeo and Fr.~derking (1982), SEN 3&4 pt. K
IC

= 110 kNm-m ,

grain size '" 2 mm, crack length'" 12 rom. All reported

results corrected with algorithm of Urabe et al (1981b) to

account for prepared crack lengths that not

significantly longer than the large grain size of the ice.

The correction increased KIC by 9 - 43 t. Load-time curves

were linear, and load drop abrupt, with failure time 9 -15

seconds. Fracture toughness was constant 110 kNm·'" in

granular region of ice, increasing with increasing depth ami

grain size. As depth into ice increased from 10 to 60 cm

fracture toughness increased tu 145 kNm->/·. Results

dependent on brine volume, decreasing from 145 to 85 kNm"I>

as brine volume increased from 15 oj.. to 55 oJoo, and

suggest grain size, not sUbgrain is effective flaw size.

Parsons, Snellen and Hill (1986), DeB, RIC == 55-875 kNm-"',

grain size == 10-100 mm, crack length .. 150-250 mm,



temperature'" -2S"C to -s·c, 74°N, 9S"W,

(near Resolute NWT); cold sea ice.

20)

Allen Bay, NWT

Preferred c-axis

orientation in ice has influence on temperature dependence

of fracture toughness, below -SoC the spalling crack is

toughest, K
1c

= 291 ;t 187 kNm·~"for 34 results, with

maximum obtained of 8 75 kN'm-"", for 7.7 < K
r

< 395

kNm· 3 ,·s·', for all orientations to preferred c-6x15,

-2S"C< -lO.7°e. The least tough was the crack propagating

along the basal plane, 98 :!: 45 kNm·>'·, for six r"lsults,

lODe < 1<1 < 51 kNm->"s·'. -12·C·~ temperature < -7.9"C.

The other seven orientations of crack to columnar grains are

intermediate. Fracture toughness i.ncreases with decreasing

temperature, and the rate of change is dependent on

orientation, K1c = K1coe~~, where A = -.077, for spalling

crack, -0.051 for vertical crack 45
G

to preferred c-axis,

-0.044 parallel to it, and -.137 perpendicular to it. No

regression was done for radial type cracks, as there was a

temperature gradient along the crack front, ie through

thickness.

Shen and Lin (1986), SEN 3 pt, K1c z: 60-100 kNm·"~, grain

:;ize unspecified, crack length =: 64 to 96 mm, temperature=<

_20
G

C, sea ice from Bohai Bay was tested. Samples were 68 x

38 x (40-501 em columnar sea ice, that were then transported

in "adiabatic wood cases" to cold storage, at _20
G

C. The
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ice was divided into an upper and lower layer, the later

less dense; .8725 versus .8905 for Bayui Harbour ice, and

.9068 versus .9130 for Lithe River mouth ice. Fracture

specimens were 60 x 8 x 16 em, three point bend, plane

strain, with cracks along basal plane. Prepared crack

sharpened with shaving blade, crack opening displacement was

measured. For rate from 0.1 to 20 kNrn"I's -' load and crack

opening displacement rate have linear relationship. The

toughness was found to not depend on rate in this range, and

was 80 kNm-"'. The KIle measurement was obtained with an

eccentric four point loading apparatus, with one load

point outside supports pan, and the prepared crack between

the load and support points that were closest together.

sample dimension was 40 x 8 x 14 cm, with cracks along the

basal plane of the columnar grains. KIlC was found to be

80 kNm-"2, and rate independent for rate 0.03 to 2 kNm-"'.

Mixed mode tests were done with eccentricly cracked three

point specimen. Experimental results for mixed mode

fracture of sea ice coincide with curve determined from

strain energy density factor theorem. Also the angle of

craCk growth was calculated from strain energy density

theorem, but there was poor agreement with experimental

resul ts, in general a twenty degree discrepancy.

Tuhkuri (1987), SEN 3 pt, KIC = 136 & 119 kNm-'o, grain
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size not specified, crack length'" 200 mm. Tests on beam

200 x 200 x 3600 mm, two rates, 7 & 323 kNm··'''s-', yield

136 & 119 kNm->/~ respectively. K
rc

and CTOD decrease with

increased loading rate. no influence or. KIc or CTOD from

blunt crack tips noted, blunt being chain saw cut. Possibly

microcracks were formed at root of chain saw cut from the

action of the saw.

Parsons, Snellen, and Muggeridge (1988), UT, K1c = 35-250

kNm->o, (113 j: 38 kNm
O

'''), K
IC

EO 91 j: 28 kNm-'12
, grain

size '" 10-100 mm, crack length = 250-350 mm, 0.06 < K1 <. 44

kNm-312s·' , _23°C< temperature <. -14·C. Double Torsion

geometry, sample .05 x .5 x 1. 5 m long. All cracks oriented

perpendicular to surface, running parallel, samples prepared

from depth of .45-1.5 m, initiation times to cracking as

high as 72 minutes, load increasing monotonically. Arrest

fracture toughness appears to be creep free initiation

fracture toughness, independent of load rate. Resulting

crack length i.ndependent of load rate, but correlated with

,ox = (K IC - KIa)' No stable slow crack growth observed, all

cracks grow in abrupt jumps. The amount of kinetic energy

emparted to ice as a resul t of instability is less than 2\

of the fracture surface energy, for crack velocity of 20

m/s.
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